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Students in the Liberal Studies Track I program for teacher preparation at
California State University, Long Beach, are required to participate in service learning.
The SERVE (Service Experiences to IleVttaIize Education) Program provides training for
the students. The purpose ofthis study was to develop a mechanism for infiJsing
Chickering's psychosocial development model into the training. Two questions were
asked: (a) given instruction in the model and support, are students able to apply the model
to further their personal and professi~nal development? and (b) what is the best way to
implement the model in service learning traiDing? Qualitative methodology was used.

The results showed that by gainiDa awareness ofareas of development through the
model, students were able to apply the student development theory to their personal Jives
and field ofstudy. Recommendations for implementing the model, and for the fields of
teacher education and student affairs are offered.
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INTllODUcnON
Education in the late 90s is a po6tic:ally charpd topic with federal, state, and local
issues in the spotliabt. Low achievement scons on national exams by U.S. students
(Vtadero, 1998; Sanchez, 1998), low state 6teracy rates (Sweet, 1998), and violence in
the schools (Los Angeles Unified School District, 1998) ere

amons the issues CUJTeDtIy

before educators and administrators. In 1994, the federal government enacted the Goals
2000 Educate America Act to provide a national &amework for education reform (Goals
2000, 1998). The content represents an effort to increase school readiness, bigh school
graduation rates, competency of students, adult literacy, parental involvement, knowledge
and skills ofteachers, and school safety. The Act defines responsibilities for education at
every level to ensure that all students have an equal educational opportunity to succeed.

In California, the challenges in education are even more prOllOUDCed through

current changes in demograpbics, the economy, social conditions, and politicalaaendas.
Bilingual education, whole-language cunia.dum venus pbonics instruction, dass size
reduction, inclusion, school vouchers and charter schools, cunia.dum standards, and a
severe teacher shortage are all issues that demand attention. A major development in
relation to this first issue is that on October 9, 1998, the State Board ofEducation

proposed pennanent regulations on English Language Education prompted by the passage
I

ofProposition 227 in 1997 wbicb requires an stud. . to be taught in English in
California's schools. The passap of this biD meant an ead to bilintp.lll education as it bad

been implemented in California. In the November 3, 1998, general election, voters passed
the Class Size Reduction Kinderprlen-University Public Education Facilities Bond Act
which provided nine billion two hundred million dollars in fimding for education ficilities
and pennanent class size reduction fimding for districts establishing parent-teacher
councils. This created an immediate need for more teachers. Voters rejected Proposition

8, a comprehensive education reform measure that also created a new CbieflDspector's
Office.
The pressure felt by schools to comply with such mandates and accountabi.Iity
measures within the severe teacher shortage naturally feeds into the higher education

system for teacher preparation (Souviney, 1998). Randall Souviney (1998), Co-Cbair of
the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing (CCTC) Committee on Ac:creditation
(COA) stated,
This will be a cbaUenging time for teacher education in California. New lesislation
will provide a new structure for teacher preparation and support. Class-size
reduction and increased population will keep pressure on mE's (Institutions of
Higher Education) to increase their new teacher output. The COA will need to be
diligent in its effort to maintain bigh professional standards for aU institutions who
prepare new teachers over the next few years. We welcome the cbaUenge. (p. 1)

In addition to class-size reduction and increased population, public school teacher
retirements add to the drastic increase in the need for new teachers. The CCTC (1998)
projects that by the year 2000, two to three hundred thousand new teachers will be needed
in California. CCTC's Mission Statement reads in part, "The increasina diversity of
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students presents excitina DeW cbaIleaps and opportunities for professiOllll educaton in
California. It is essential that teachers and other educators create environments that foster
the growth and education of all students."

Higher education, and especially teacher education, bas a role in the Ifowth and
education of all students. CoDeses and universities must pay attention to the underlyiDa
conditions ofthe urban collllDUllity that give rise to the problems a1fecting students of

urban classrooms and consequently teacben as well (Burstein & Sears, 1998). Violence

in the home and on the streets, substInce abuse, racism, crime, poverty, unemployment,
premature pregnancies and iJIiteracy 1ft among the elements that contribute to the rising
numbers of students at risk and with disabilities (Morpn, 1996; Moon, 1994).
Additionally, the urban student population is increasinaIY diverse in ethnic bacIqp'ounds
and socioeconomic levels. Burstein and Sears (1998) state that "failure to retain teachers
has been attributed to the dIaIIenps teachers Dee in urban schools" (p. 48), with new
teachers being particularly vulnerable. Teachers must be prepared to take on the
challenges ofCalifomia's classrooms (R~ 1994) and be empowered to continue their

own personal and professional development for a ftuitfbl and rewarding career.
One Family in Los AnpIes Coumy

In one of a series of articles in education in the Los AQaeIes TineL the story of
Ruben, a third grader in the Los Anaeles Unified School District, is reported (Sahagun,
1998). This story is used as an example of the issues of equity and social justice that

educators must. face in educating students.
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Ruben and his family of nine live in a converted garage. His youngest brother his
disabilities. The family lives on public assistance. Ruben is considered a student at risk:
"He is among the thousands ofthird·snders in Southern California who cannot read at
grade level and are in danger offillling hopelessly bebiDd in school. And like many of
those childr~ he is poor" (p. AI). Over 6S0,OOO children live in poverty in Los Angeles

County alone. This represents a third ofall school-age children in the county.
Nationwide" the number ofchildren who will be living in poverty in the year 2000 is
projected to be one in four (Cummins, 1996).

Sadly, the Goals2000 document does not address the effect of poverty on
educational tailure or the disparate fianding ofschools in ctiff'erent neighborhoods
(Cummins, 1996). Rendon and Hope (1996) repeated the chaUenges in teacher
preparation:

Instead of inner-city schools getting the best-prepared teachers, most get the
opposite. Having few resources, poor school districts are unable to attract
outstanding teachers ... consequently, minority children often have the least·
qualified and least--experienced teachers. Moreover, teacher preparation programs
in coDeges and universities have largely been lax in preparing teachers to work
with multicultural students in urban settings. (p. IS)
Sue Shanno~ coordinator ofinstructioD for Los Angeles UDified ScbooI District,.
descn'bes the situation as follows: "We were always very successtbl academicaJly when
our kids were coming &om middle.class families. What we need to do now is learn to be
successfW with children who are coming from lower economic areas, because that's the
kind of children we have today' (Sahagun, 1995, p. 34).

4

Ruben and his &mi1y Ire stmgIina. The parents attended • year..1oDa domestic:

violence class. Both are unemployed.. The oldest oftile Roeha boys is CCUying to stay
away from the gang liCe.n Spanish is spoken at home, but Ruben cannot read profkieDtly

in Spanish nor in Eaglish. He doesn't do his homework and is not an active participant in
class.
Since passage of Proposition 227,

not proficient in. Enllish are known u

immisnmt scltool ebildren in California who an

"Enafisb learners" who may be pIaeed in a

structured English immersion program. an English JanauaIe mainstream dassroom, audlor
receive Community Bued English Tutoring at a local edueatioDli apncy. Parents may
file Exception Waivers with the sehool district ifthey' do not

aaree with the placement of

their child in the English immersion proaram; the principal and educational staff act upon
the waivers by ofFerin& leaming experiences in the student's primary language (EnsJish
Language Education for Immigrant Children, 1998).
Ruben's teacher recognizes her student's potential and the benefits of personal

attention. She notices that when he stays after class with her, Ruben does much better at
his lessons: his writing is clearer, he recognizes words easier and answers basic: questions
with certainty. At Ruben's school, 86% ofthe third .....ers could not read at grade level
as measured by a standardized test last SPrin& yet only about a dozen first graders per
year are able to receive tutorin, services.
School officials have rec:ommended a special education dass for Ruben.. Ruben's

parents are trying to keep him in regular education classes for "fear that their son would
be stigmatized" and beaUIe "it didn't help with three other sons who have been placed in

s

special education classes" (p. A34). The school psycbolosist believes that ifRuben
doesn't get special help be wiJllose interest in schoolwork lItogether.
"There are tons ofRubens in this city" (p. A34), the psycholoaist said, and she is
seeking greater parent involvement. This is a common problem accordiDg to RendOn and
Hope (1996), as many minority parents who speak little or DO English or who have not
graduated from high school do not feel empowered to participate in school fimctions. In
the community where Ruben ~ only 13% oftbe parents have bigh school diplomas and
44% ofall residents nve below the poverty level. These families have limited experience
with today's education system and very meager resources to support their cbildren in
school.
Parental involvement is meaningful and productive when it is facilitated. in such a
way as to honor and strengthen the culture ofthe home (Cummins, 1996). However, this
is not always the approach taken by educators. For example, the fact that the parents are
not proficient in English is seen as an obstacle to their children's educational performance
by the director of studies and programs at the Center for U.S ...Mexican Studies at the

University ofCalifornia., San Diego (Sahagun, 1998). In It.ubeo's case, the fiIther reflects
this view. He said, "I can't read Eoglish. So I can't help any of them with reading"
(p. A34).
School districts should consider new ways to involve parents, such as sending
home materials and books in the primary Jansuage spoken in the home (CWIIIIIios. 1996).
The educational structures either encourage or limit interactions amoog educators,
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students, and families. Educational SbUctuns lie represented in laquaplc:ulture

incorporation,. community p8nidpation,. pedaaoay, IDd assessment.
Ruben's parents were eager to participate in their son's education,. anxious to try
new strategies to support him, u reported in the micle on November 1, 1998. In a

foUow-up article that appeared June 30, 1999, Ruben's pro. . . in reading was termed

"painfully slow" <S~ 1999). lluben was "teamed up with tuton and role models,.
given several shelves' worth ofbooks aad kept after school for hours on end," (p. AlB)
yet finding

new ways to involve his parents remains a "dauntina cballe:nge."
Partnerships apcI Smice I.eamina

The educational reform movement proposes DIlDY initiatives to improve education

for all children, includina those like Ruben. Some ofthese are cooperative lear'I1in&
school-to.career experiences, iotepated curri~ and Goals 2000 projects (Erickson It
Anderson, 1997). Another focus ofeducational reform is the formation of new
relationships or partnerships between school teachers and coUege fiIculty (Simpson"
Keith, 1996) whereby local school districts and classroom teachers participate in teacher

education. Specific examples of partnerships are: <a) the partnership between Alvemo
CoUege and Milwaukee Public Schools in wbich middle and high school teachers
coUaborate with coOege fiu:uIty to implement best teaching practices <StofI'eIs " Sneed,
1996); and (b) the coUaboration among Carson-Newman CoUeae, the Foxfire Fund, Inc.

and teachers trom preschool to 12th pade in CII'IJinI out a leamer-centered approach to
education (Teets" Midldff: 1996). Another form of partnenbip is involving local school

districts with teacher education through service lamina.
7

Service learning by definition is III educational program that 1) integrates service
with academic study, 2) operates &om a social justice ftamework. and 3) combines
reflection, action, and analysis (VarI,*, I9%). Service learning serves the need ofour
time, and nowbere better than in urban settings of coUeges and universities (Hamm,
Dowell, & Houck, 1998). In teacher education, preservi.ce teachers are able to spend time
in urban classrooms as part oftbeir academic study while providing a service to the
community as tutors and role models. Although the evidence to support positive
outcomes of service learning in bigher education is just emerging (Kendrick, 1996), it is
the fastest growing and most prominent movement in higher education (Price & Martello,
1996). Service learning is one strategy that can coonect the educational shifts taking

place in K-12 education and teacbertraining programs (Moon, 1994).
Service learning is being integrated into the coUese curriculum ofteacher
education programs to respond to the needs ofaIlleamen and the challenges facing
schools as were described earlier. Schools and coUeges have become partners in an effort
to create programs that will benefit students at both institutions, as weD as the community
in which they live. Partnerships are formed and designed based on the needs ofthe
participating members (Warren, 1996).
Service learning is one way the university prepares future teachers for today's
urban classrooms. The students preparing to be teachers today may be the ones who
teach Ruben's infant brother who has disabilities in their general education classroom
tomorrow, and so they need the skills to address these needs. Educators are being
commissioned to design new programs to meet the needs of all children. (CCTC, 1998)
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At California State University, Loaa Belch (CSULB) a muIti..&ceted proaram named
SERVE-8ervice Experiences for Re VIf,lIi7j", Educatioft-was initiated in 1996 ill
partnership with LonS Beach Unified School District (LBUSD) to address some ofthese
needs. The mission statemeat ofthe SER.VE Propam reads:

The mission oftbe CSULBILBUSD SERVE Program is to create an opportunity
for undergraduate students, particularly those considerma a career in K-12
education, to learn about the realities ofurban classrooms and the needs of diverse
K-12 scboolltUdent populations. Tbrouah direct involvement with children,
individually and in smaJl instructional poups providina achievement support
activiti~ role-modeIiDg. and achievement coadring relationships. CSULB students
will be able to assess their own values, knowlqe, and readiness related to their
career aoaJs and they will be able to provide direct service to students. K-12
school classrooms and their communities.
This combination ofservice and academic study is known as service learning.
Persons &. Lisman (1996) emphasize that service leaminS demands academically

sound, anchored partnerships. The idea for the SEIlVE (Service Experiences for R.e

Vitalizing Education) Proaram at CSULB oriaiDated with the Long Beach Community
Partnership, a non-profit community organization that focuses on economic development,

public safety and public education. What spearbeaded the creation of the SERVE
Program was the observations by the leaders ofLonS Beach Unified School District that

new teachers from CSULB seemed unprepared to teach in their schools. What they were

lacking, according to the school district leaders, were field experiences in multicul~
urban school settings. A partnership between the CoUese of Education at CSULB and
Long Beach Unified School District was funned to provide the school district with
support fur students at risk and the university teachins candidates with field experiences in

urban classrooms (Harnm et II., 1998).
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The service Iarnins ....duation requiremcat for students majoring in Liberal
Studies was therefore introduced in 1996. Students contemplating a career in teaching
serve as tutors and instructional aides in urban classrooms. The coDese students receive
training in literacy skills and active participation stratesies. At the school site they are

exposed to the realities ofurban classrooms and to the cultural and social backgrounds of
diverse populations. These experiences address the theory to practice pp that was

observed by the educators in Lonl Bead:t.

Leamina in tpUeae
Learning at all levels ofeducation is undqoiDa a shift from students being passive

receivers ofinformation provided by an instructor to becoming active learners along with
their instructor, thereby creatinl a "collllllUDity ofleamers." Barr (1998) describes this
shift on the coDege level as a two-dimensional shift from the Instruction Paradism to the
Learning Paradigm. The first dimension of the Learning Paradism is the mission of
teaching shifting to "producing student leaming" rather tban providiDa instruction. The
second is adapted from organizationalleaming theory, and involves the shift of the
institution to "operating as a learning organization." The continuous change to meet
student needs moves the institution to become continuously more effective and efficient in

educating students.
A Learning Paradigm.-Ioverned coUege, according to Barr, must satisfy five
conditions:
1. It must have identified its intended learning outcomes in detail.
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2. It must have developed. a system for .......... the lCbievemmts oftbese
outcomes.

3. Its curriculum must have been built bIckwIrd &om the intended outcomes and

must be developmental.
4. It must provide a wide range of powerfid options for lICbieviag required
teaming outcomes.

S. It must contim.Ially IIId. systematiealIy iIlvestipte aItemative methods for
empowering students to lam.
Peter Ewell (1997) sugests that one of the reasons that we have bad "limited
success in actually improving coUegiate leaming" (p. 3) is alack ofunderstancling ofwhat
collegiate learning actually means and what circumstances and strategies will likely
promote it. He includes out-of-classroom lell1ling. reflection, and active learning as
situations where learning occurs best, and sugests approaches to promote learning. One
ofthose approaches focuses on cuniculum, having both integrated (horizontal) learning
plans whereby key skills are applied in different contexts, and sequential (vertical) vecton
ofdevelopment.
The SERVE program exemplifies this shift in learning. The focus of the SERVE
program is on student learning rather than providiDg instruction. The training portion of
the program emphasizes experiential learning, preparing the student to "step out" and have
the opportunity to apply their skills in the field of the profession they are considering as
their own. The central point ofthis research study is to empower the students to learn and

grow by making overt the intentions of the program and providinS research findinp and
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theory that the students can. use to fiuther their development. It is hoped that students will
extend their learning alODS vecton of penonaI development and become more personally
engaged in the design oftbeir learning environment.

Student Deyelopment Theory
CoUege student development is the process by which coDese students grow.
PascareUa &. Terenzini (1991) see student development DOt only as growth but also as
potential for growth "toward maturity,. toward grater COIIIplexity through clitferentiation
and integration, valued and pursued as a desirable psychological and educational end,
perhaps even as a moral end" (p. 16). The early research on coDege students was
generally descriptive and served as the groundwork. for theories that would emerge in the

1960s and 70s (Evans, Forney, &; Guido-DiBrito, 1998; Terenzini, 1987) which brought
order and meaning to the large body ofinf"ormation gathered up to that time. Today these
theories serve as the basis for the practice of student afI8irs and are evaluated for cross

cultural applications, integration of women's views, and applicatioo to social constructs
and overall systems (Komives &. Woodard, 1996). They are used by student affairs
professionals to understand individuals, groups and institutions, and to create meani~
intentional programs to promote student development.
Student development theories provide information 00 coUege student behavior and
fall into four predominant categories (Evans et aI., 1998). They are: copitive or
inteDectual theories; psychosocial theories; typology theories; and persGo-eovironmeDt
interaction models. Cognitive or intellectual theories interpret how people perceive or
make meaning of the world around them inteUectually. These are based on Piagetian
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psychology and stress the role ofberedity and the environment in copitive development.
Psychosocial theories address the tension that exists between what is happening societally
and what is happening with the individual psycbolosically. These are Jaraely built on Erik
Erikson's (1980) theory ofdevelopmental tasks or stages ofdevelopment created by an
individual's personal changes and social demands. Typology theories focus on innate
personal differences in bow people relate to the world. These include personality types,
learning styles and personal interests. Person-environment interaction models incorporate
environmenta1 fi.ctors that influence individual development (Evans et al.). The theories
address the characteristics, composition, and processes ofinclividual human growth; the
mo~els

identify variables that intluence change in students (pascarella & Terenzini, 1991).

Like books on a shel( theories and models are available to the practitioDer to claritY and
simplify, to make situations meaninpbI, manapable, and productive.

Terenzini (1987) reviewed selected theoretical models ofstudent development that
are useful in the design ofprograms, academic and non-academic, and services intended to
facilitate student development. The models reviewed had five process commonalities for
developmental movement. However, Terenzini singled out ArtburCbickering's model as
the one that holds identity as the central concern, "and his seven vectors are intended to
give greater specificity to that concept" (p. 10).
Psychosocial theories are commonly used to examine issues and policies that relate
to students and to develop programs in higher education. Arthur Chickering, a
psychosocial theorist, proposed his seven vectors ofdevelopment to understand what
student development looks like and bow to foster it, and to serve as maps to visualize
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where coUege students are developmentally uxl where they are bound. (Chickering,

1969). The vectors are: (a) Developing Competence; (b) Managing Emotions; (c) Moving
through Autonomy towud Interdependence; (d) Establishing Identity; (e) Developing

Mature Interpersonal Relationships; (f) Developing Purpose; and (g) Developing Integrity
(Appendix A). An educationally powerfW environment, according to Chickering"
Reisser (1993), promotes human development along the seven vectors aDd mixes the
interdependent plltS ofinstitutional objectives, student-&adty relatioDShips, c:urric:ul~
teaching, friendships aDd student communities, aDd student development programs aDd
services. They advise us to integrate work and learning, to recognize and respect
individual di1ferences, and to remember that significant leaming and development comes
about as a result ofc::baIIenge aDd response, differentiation and integration, disequilibrium
and regained equilibrium.
Problem Statement

Through participant observation, anecdotal data, and information kept on phone
logs in the SERVE office, it became apparent that students participating in the program
were involved in significant experiences that related directly to self-understanding.
However, the students did not possess the language or tools to understand how to make
meaning oftheir experience. The challenge became bow to address the dissonance and
assist the students in their personal and professional development.
The search for a descriptive theory related to identity and seIf-understanding
originated this project. It was necessary to determine which student development theory
would address the problems being encountered by students in the SERVE program. How
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to bring theory into practice in the SEllVE program, consistent with the CoDege of
Education mission to'engap in research and scholarly activity which informs and
improves practice, is the nature oftbis study.

Puma. oftile Study
The urban classroom presentS many challenges to bePming teachers who are
implementing new teaching methods with students at risk, students with disabilities, and
students from a variety ofethnic badcgrouncIs and socioeconomic levels. The college
student is at developmental stages in which she is coming to awareness ofcompetencies,
emotions, values, purpose and identity. The students participating in the SERVE program
are in need ofsupport in combining personal and professional areas ofdevelopment. The
institution is in a position to respond to those needs by combining academic aftiks and
student affairs in a service leamiJlg experience.
Chickering's vectors serve as a theoretical model on which the support can be built
for students in the SaVE program. Chickering's seven vectors ofdevelopment allowed
for the preliminary data coUected in the SEIlVE office to fall within a logical framework.
The SERVE office was able to offer explanations to students on complex issues related to
identity in a simple way that was easy for them to follow. App6cation ofthe vectors as
predetennined themes to available information directed attention to other more definitive
vectors as well.
Widick, Parker, and Knefelkamp (1978) state that "development along the vectors
is not a simple maturational unfolding but requires stimulation ... the role oftile
environment provides the cbaUenges or stimulation which encourages new responses and
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ultimately brings about developmental cbanges" (p. 21). The purpose ofthis study is to
develop an effective mechanism for intbsing Chickering'. psycbosocial development model
into the SERVE training program and to ascertain ifstudents are able to apply the vecton
to foster their own development and deepen their personal understanding ofthe
experience.
Questions Qftbc Study
For the purpose oftbis study, questions asked are: <a> given traiDing in. the model,
are students able to apply Chickering's vecton to fluther their personal and professional
development? and (b> what is the best way to implement the model in teacher education
in addition to the SERVB training cummtly offered?
Definition of Terms
The definitions of the foUowing tenus will be used in this study:
1. Service learning: students in the community performing service work which is
attached to an academic program-and reflecting upon their work as it relates to their
learning.
2. K-12 education: the education ofstudents ftom Kindergarten through 12th
grade.

3. Preservice teachers: coUege students in training for the teaching profession.
4. Teacher preparation programs: programs of study that prepare a student to
become a teacher.
S. Partnerships: agreements between coUeges or universities and school districts
for the purpose oftbrthering the education of students at both institutions.
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6. Student development: the process ofbriDainI out the capabilities or
possibilities ofstudents to be more effective participants in their education.
7. Personal development: the natw'aI powth aDd maturation ofan individual
along patterns of thinking, feeling, and bebaviJlg.
8. Vector: one ofseven ueas ofpersonal development in the coIIep student:
developing competence, JlUUllaing emotions, moving tbrouah autonomy toward
interdependence. establishing identity, developing mature interpersonal reJationsbips,
developing purpose and developing iJttearity.

9. Professional development: the acquisition of sldDs, knowledp, information
and new ways ofthinldng that can be applied to one's profession.

Assumptions
The assumptions that underlie this study are:
1. Students participating in the study are healthy individuals, over the age of 18,
and without learning disabilities, as self-reported. This is the students' first experience
with service leaming in an urban classroom.

2. Students bave no prior knowledge ofCbickering's vecto~ as self-reported.
3. Chickering's vectors can be used for college students ofany age and any
background, as an adult development model.

4. A state ofdissonance exists in aU students during their first experience in the
SERVE Program.
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OcIimjgtjOUS ofthe StuclY
Number ofParticipants
Participants self-selected to participate in this study without any benefits off'ered to
them other than the suggestion offiartherina their personal and professional development.
For the pilot study. four students participated.
Student Volunteers
Students were not coerced in any way to participate nor were they contacted other
than to infonn them of the location oftbe workina sessions oftbis study.

What the Reader Can Expect
Chapter 2 will cover a review oftile literature in the foHowing areas: (a) preparing
teachers for cultural diversity; (b) application of service leamina to programs in teacher
preparation, includina the SERVE Program at CSULB; and (c) student development
theories. Support for using Cbickerina's Vectors and for the methodology used will be
presented in the final sections. Chapter 3 will contain the methodology, description ofthe
intentionaUy structured sroups, member selection, prosram plan and its evolution, and
formative and summative evaluati~n procedures. Results and interpretation offindings

will be given in Chapter 4, and summary, discussion, and recommendations in Chapter S.
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CBAPTEll2
REVIEW OF THE LlTERAnJRE

The mission statement for California State University, Lana Beach (CSULB),
Vision 2001, is:

In the year 2001, Ca6fornia State University, Long Beach, has its students
as its highest priority. CSULB places primary emphasis on the education
olthe whole penon for Iivina and working in a multicultural world. The
university achieves this through relevant instructioaaI programs and
facilitative eavironments.
For students preparing to be teachers, a major issue that they will be &ciDg in their
profession is the cultural diversity in the classroom (Goodwin, 1997). One of the
programs at CSULB that contn'butes to the preparation ofstudents to become effective
teachers living and working in a multicultural world is the SERVE <Service Experiences to

This chapter is divided into five major sections: <a) Preparing Teachers for
Cultural Diversity; (b) Application ofService LeamiDg to Programs in Teacher
Preparation, which includes the SERVE Program at CSULB; (c) Student Development
Theories; (d) Support for Using Chickering's Vectors; <e) and Support for Methodology .
The first section provides a review on the need for multicultural education in teacher
preparation programs and effons tbat have been made in that area. An abbreviated
overview ofservice learning follows in the second section, with emphasis on Dewey's
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approach to knowledge production and examples of programs in service leaming
partnerships. For a more extensive review of tile history of service 1eamiD& the reader is

directed to Kraft (1996) and Erickson and Anderson (1991). A report of the SERVE
program at CSULB is offered. In the third section.. the clusters ofstudent development
theories are explained-cognitive, typology, person-environment, and psychosocial. An
evaluation of Arthur Chickering's Seven Vectors ofDevelopment and Nevitt Sword's
Theory of ChalJenge and Support is given. The last two sections present support for using
Chickering' s Vectors and for the methodology selected.

Pregarina Teachers for Cultural Diversity
In 1973, The American Association oCCoUeges ofTeacber Education (MCTE)
Commission on Multicultural Education included the foUowing excerpt in its stat~
"No One Model American":
Multicultural education programs for teachers are more than
special courses or special learning experiences grafted onto the
standard program. The commitment to cultural pluralism must
permeate all areas ofthe educational experience provided for
prospective teachers
(p.264).
To meet the commitment ofthis stat~ goals and curricula for multicultural
teacher education were designed by teacher educators. The main components
incorporated in the majority of the programs were: (a) knowledge about ethnic group
experiences; (b) attitudes and feelings ofteachers towards ethnic, racial and cultural
differences; and (c) skills to put their knowledge and sensitivity into practice. (Goodwin,
1997). The Bilingual Education Act, the Ethnic Heritage Act, and the Individuals with
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Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) made tbnds avaiJlble for programs, c:onfen:nces IUd
material development for multicu1tunl education. By 1979., the National Council for
Accreditation ofTeacber Education (NCATE) standards included multicultural education

in the cuniculum. for professional education programs. However., criticism arose on the

quaHty ofthe modifications that were implemented to meet the NCATE standards, and the
topic of multicultural teacher education, amidst political and economic disorder in our

country at that time, took on a neptive tone (Goodwin). DivisiveDess amoag educatOR
with different perspectives on what mu1ticuJtura1 education should look like fUrther
weakened its

proaress. Some proposed separate courses emphasizing the major ncia111lC1

ethnic groups in America; others believed that the content of aU the courses should

represent the diversity ofour nation (RendOn &: Hope, 1996).

In 1983, the U.S. Department ofEducation published A Nation at Risk (National
Commission on ExceUence in Education) a report which began the educational reform
period that continues to this day_ Initially concentrating on cuniculum, the movement is
now focusing on teacher preparation and teacher quality, emphasizing teachers' self
knowledge about their own culture IIld that of others (Goodwin, 1997).

The Commission on Minority Participation in Education IIld American Life
presented its report, Qpe-Third ofa Nadon in 1988. The "one third ofa nation" ofwbom
the report speaks are Americans who constitute our minority population: Blacks,

Hispanics, American Indians, and Asian Americans. In spite of the increase in projected
minority school-age population (33% by the year 2000, and 390.4 by the year 2020) the
Commission reported that fewer minority students were pursuing teaching careers-fiom
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13.4% first-year students majorina in education in historically blade coD.,. aad
universities in 1977, to 8."" in 1986. The loss is great for minority students who see
teachers as role models and also for majority students who will not be exposed to teachers
from other ethnic groups.
Among the strategies identified by the Commission for making progress towards
achieving equality for all citizens in our nation, two focus directly on education. The first
one centers on increased etTarts from institutions ofbi", education in ~
retention and graduation ofminority students; the second. one emphanes improved
coordination and cooperation among all levels and systems ofeducation. The latter
challenge called for "leaders at all levels ofeducation [to) recognize their interdependence
and decide that attention to the total system is among their highest priorities" (p. 29).
Eight years later, Rendon II'.ld Hope (1996) wrote that while coUeps and
universities "have been largely lax in preparing teachers to work with multicultural

students in urban settings," (p. 18) the urgency now comes from the increasing numbers
ofstudents from various ethnic backgrounds who are not achieving at the same level as
white students and who are taught by white teachers. The predicted increase in the
minority student population and decreasing numbers of minority students in teacher
preparation programs places us in the crisis that had been foreseen for our nation (DarIing
Hammond, 1994; Commission on Minority Participation in Education and American Life,
1988).
Su (1998) indicates that "because the majority ofpeople in the teachiDg profession
are still from the mainstream group, it is very important to develop strategies to help them.
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become social justice educators who a-rinely CII'e for cbiIdrea. ftom poor aDd. minority
backgrounds" (p. 195). Teachers must understand cbiIcIren of other racial and ethnic
groups, their ways oflcnowing. how they access information, and how they make sense of
the world. Teachers will then be able to teach in a way that promotes areater' equity and
social justice in schools (C~ 1996).
In a study undertaken to find out what preservice teachers thought about
multicultural education, only 90" of the 120 respondeats indicated that multicu1turaJ.
education should focus on achieving social cbanp (Goodwin, 1994). Instead,
multicultural education wu perceived IS teacbina of cultural content, materials, or
celebrations. This perception is externally driven, dependent on procedural or tedmica1
competencies required in specific circumstances, in contrast to being internally driven,.
with an intent to achieve social chan... The students in this study did not place
themselves in the multicuJtunl equation. III her work with preservice teachers, Hollins
(1991) likewise observed problems with their understanding the importance ofculture in
people's daily lives or with linkinl culture to teacbins and leamins in school.

Curricular and JnstructJgnal Sqatgjes
In preparing fut:ure teachers to teach culturally diverse students, involvinl the
preservice teacher in the realities ofcliff'erent cultures is more desirable than studyins
about cultures. SeJt.knowledae, cultural bowledle, case-based instruction, and field

experiences should be emphasized. SeJt.knowIed.. enables the preservice teachers to see
themselves as members ofa diverse society and to value cultures ditfenmt from their own.
Cultural knowIedp acquired tbroup immersion pro8J'lllllS sives the students firsthand
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experiences in other cultures. Case-based instnaction aDows for analysis of complex: issues
ofteaching students of dDferent cultures; however, this strategy is effective only ifit is
guided by teacher educaton who are cuJturaIly sensitive. Field experience in schools with
a culturally diverse population remains the most common strategy in multicultural
education. However, the field experience alone does not guarantee that students will
develop the cultural consciousness and intercultural competence needed for teachiDg
diverse learners (Gar~ 1997; Melnick &: Zeichner, 1997).
As one approach to develop cultural consciousness, Hollins (1997) sugests a

developmental process for teacher education which requires coordination oftach«
educators, their coUaboration, and application ofresearch findinp on effective teacbins
and educating teachers for cultural diversity. The process could apply to four interrelated

components: (a) conatructina an opeq.dDa kIIowled•• bale for productive teachina, (b)
preparing for student teaching, (c) experiencing teaching, and (d) synthesizing and
integrating knowledge about teaching. It is the wide knowledge base that supports the
rest ofthe stages of the model. It includes defining culture, self:.understanding,
understanding the diversity ofothers, examining the cultural basis of scbool practices., and
observing productive teaching and learning. This wide operating knowledge base can then
be applied as needed in the classroom.
Another model to prepare teachers for critical thought and action is given by
Dillard (1997), emphasizing participatory learning through cooperative group projects,
discussions and seminars. Garcia (1997) on the other hand, questions the taculty's
experience with regard to cuIturallcnowledge and their abi1ities to guide students in
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discussions and seJe.narrative reflective inquiry. She urps teacher educators to first tao a

look at their personal role as change aaents and then work towards iDcorporatiDs
reflective inquiry into teacher preparation.
Reflective inquiry can be used to pin a cIiiFerent perspective (McGraw, 1999).

The filters through which we view our world are a by-product ofour leamiDa history and
cultural background, and it is through ret1ective inquiry that we learn dift"erent

perspectives. DarIing-Hammoacl (1991) expIIiDs how this applies to teacbing=
Training in inquiry helps teachers lam bow to look at the world fiom multiple
perspectives, including the pelspectives of students whose experieaces are quite
different from the teachers' own, and to use this knowledge in developing
pedagogies that can reach diverse learners. (p. 322)
To illustrate the mapitude ofour responsibility to educating aU students, if a
whole program needs to be changed to brina about a true understancting of cultural,
linguistic, and socioeconomic diff'erences in our schools, then that is exactly what has to
happen, according to Peretti (1991). While settings and students dift"er from institution to
institution, the standards for preparation of fUture teachers are the same. With an
understanding of the needs of their students, their COI'IIIIIUDity, and their ins1itution' 5
mission, educators must design programs that will bring about fairness and equal
opportunities for aU cbiJdren in schools.

Application of Seryice Leaminl to Propams in Teacher Preparation
Teachers today are entrusted with a "reculturing" ofeducation "to more fully meet

the needs of individual students and resolve societal problems" (Erickson & Anderson,
1997, p. 1). One approach that has been recommended to prepare new teachers to be
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successfid in today'. school. aad as leaders in K-12 education is to incorporate service
learning in teacher preparation propams (Erickson ct. Anderson). Service learning
incorporates the basic principles o f . developmental process, participatory leaming, and
reflective inquiry.
The movement that bas led. service learning to its present form beam in the 19605

when student activists and progressive educaton brought attention to an educational

system that did not iDeJ.ude a growing population ofdiverse learners, and when
communities experienced urban uprisings and a foals on poverty (StaDton, Giles, Ir. Cruz,
1999). In the 70s a series ofnational reports which pointed. to reforms needed. in

education were published. (ICraft, 1996). Among the recommendations made by the
various committees were service graduation requirements, service programs, and

experience-baaed leaming. However, Dot until the publication ofA Nation at Risk
(National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983) and One:Ibird ofa Nation

(Commission on Minority Participation in Education and American Life, 1988) were any
actual reform measures implemented. Senice leaming was also supported. in the 80s by

educators (Goodlad, 1984) and in reports by working groups of the Carnegie Foundation
(Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement ofTeacbing, 1989).
The movement today can be seen as having difrercnt orientations, each with a
distinct theoretical base: (a) experientialleaming, (b) transfonnational or social

reconstructionist theory, (c) multicultural education approaches, (d) critical reflection, and
(e) education as preparation for civic responsibility (Erickson &, Anderson, 1997).
However, each oftbese orientations is grounded. in Dewey' 5 traditioaal experiential
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leaming theory (Ericboa & AncIersoII, 1997; Giles & Eyler., 1994; Slltmanb, 1996;

Varlotta, 1996).
Dewey wrote in 1932 that great movements are DOt often great in their beJiruainp,
and that it is only after a long period of time, when we look back: and raIize what bas
become ofthose beginnings, that we realize their importance (Saltmarsh, 1996). Ra'izing
the importance that John Dewey~s propositions have bad on the present design and
understanding of service lcarain& and education. for all students, a reenmjpatjon of the
ideas found in two ofbis volumes, Democracy . . EdugtjOO (1916) ad Egerience and
Education (1938)~ foDows.
Democracy and Education

The beginning of a society is the colDlDWlity. More than just a,group of individuals
in proximity~ in a community the IfOUP bas a common purpose-a focus in which all
members are interested, and for wbich all members will resuJate their activities.
Communication is of vital importance in a community, to reafIinn their purpose and keep

the group infonned oftheir progress. For communication to be ejfective in a community,

it must have freedom of expression; when cut in a mold or made routine, communication
loses its educative power.
Members ofa community seek to communicate what they have learned to improve

the community. Therefore, learning bas meaning when it is recognized and aUowed to fiB
a social need, and when separated fi'om that necessity., learning is meaninaJess. A bUe

educational experience, then, is connected to the interests., purposes and ideas current in
the community which are important to communicate.
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community brings about a certain system ofbebavior by creating an environment in which

the individuals see and feel one thing rather than another. But tile environment is more
than just immediate surroundiags; it is the planned., continuous influence oCtile

environment that moves the group towards its purpose and promotes leaming. The
elements involved in the activity ofcreating an environmeri is what difl"«entiates tninina
from educative teaching. Educators are responsible for setting up conditions which
stimulate certain visible and tangible ways of acting-the emironment-and for making the
students partners in the learning activity. Students must be emotionally involved and be
aware ofthe means employed to reach the goals ofthe community.
The environment, then, plays a major role in education. The student experiences a
certain environment through his immediate fi.mily and surroundings in the home. The

broader environment in the U.S. involves a variety ofraces, ethnic groups, religious
atliIiations, and socioeconomic levels. Wbether chance or intentional, the school
environment must provide the opportunity for the student to break through the limitations
of the social group into which be or she was born and come in contact with the broader
environment. The school must fiIcilitate the acculturation of each indiviclual as be leaves
his home environment and encounters the diverse influences ofthe various social
situations to which he is exposed.
Education can be seen as providing c:tirec:tion in the situations in which the students
take part. This direction constitutes control in the nature of the situations, bringing focus,
order and continuity to the experiences, not in exercising power over the students'
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learning. Ifa student is f'orced to foDow IOIIIeOIIe else's goals for his leamin& he will be
thrown out ofbalance. Students are in baIuce and pia an internal coatrol over their

learning by being interested in the subject and understanding its relevance to their lives.
By actively partaking in constJUcting their learning obj~ students acquire a social
sense of their own power and. an understanding of the materials used. Consequently,
education can be viewed &om two cWrerent positions: perscmal growth and preparation in

formal disciplines.
When viewed as personal growth, education takes the Conn of initiative and

thinking bow to apply new skills to new goals. The goals are not imposed fi'om the
outside, but originate with the student. Setting goals and being intentional about learning,

according to Dewey, "signifies that an activity has become intelligent" (p. 129). It
requires an effort in transformation and demands attention and endurance. The lim of
education, then, is to allow the students to receive the rewards trom leaming which is
meeting their goals and recognizing their continlled capacity for growth. This will enable
them to become lifelongleamers.

When education is viewed as preparation in formal disciplines, educators must
consider and protect the present needs and possibilities of the students and not sacrifice
those domains in the name of training for the future. Excessive emphasis on training and

specialized sldlls could interfere with initiative, inventiveness, application and
readaptability, particularly uthe material presented is isolated from connections with the
present environment. In such a cue, instruction aetuaIly rivals learning. Education
actually must be seen as a "continuous reconstruction ofexperience" (p. 93).
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How education is viewed also varies with the social system in which it dwells.
Dewey defines a democratic society as "a society which makes provision for participation
in its good for

an its members on equal terms and which secures flexible readjustment of

its institutions throuah interaction ofthe different forms ofassociated life'" (p. 11 S). In a

democratic society individuals have a personal interest in social relationships and are
empowered to bring about social changes without introducing disorder. A key &ctor to
empowerment is experiences coupled with thinking
Experience is the connection that exists between doing or trying something and its

consequences. It has an active doing phase and a passive undergoing phase. Thinking
brings about the intentional connections between what is done and the consequences.
thereby changing the quality of the experience-it becomes reflective. Reflection is the

individual·s acceptance of re5pODSlbility for the consequences ofhis activity. This
empowers him to continue learning and to induce social change •
Another method to enhance the meaning of the experience is to bring connections
to consciousness. "Any experience. however trivial in its first appearance, is capable of
assuming an indefinite richness of sisnificance by extending its range ofperceived
connections" (p. 2SS). The simplest way a connection is made is through communication
with others, which in itseIffi.uthers an individual's development. The value of
communicating with others who have a common interest in learning far outweighs the

benefit of taking a test, for example. A third way to bring to fiuition the cognitive factors
ofan experience is through the scientific method: searching for the sources, the grounds.
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and consequences of a beIieC IUIpISIeI a mere stat. . . about the experience. It ~
in knowledge which bas been tested IIId is rich in meaairJa.
The growth ofa

prosressive society, Dewey asserts, lies in the di.venity ofits

members. "Hence, a democratic society must, in consistency with its ideal, allow for
intellectual treedom and the play of diwne sifts and interests in its educIlionai measures"

(p. 357). To be happy, its members must have a purpose and be he to -gage in a

continuous discovery ofcapacity IIId aptitude and development of skills towards a social
aim.
Experience aDd Education

The fundamental idea ofexperience IS it relates to education is that an "intimate
and necessarY' relationship exists between the two. The problem for the learner is to

discover the connection within the experience between past achievements and the present
happenings. When the activities in the schools . . relevant to the students' lives, the

connection results in the acquisition ofknowledge. In contrast, a "mis-educative"
experience can not only prevent a person &om pttinl the most out of an experience or
from making significant contributions, it can also arrest growth..

There are two main criteria for an experience to be educative-or worthwhile
educationally-as opposed to mis-educative. Fnt there must be aa experiential continuum.
The continuum refers to the ongoing formation ofattitudes, contribution to society, and

personal growth. Attitudes . . formed on an intellectual and emotionallcvel: something
from the past should be taken to improve the fUture, namely the quality of the human

experience. As this type of activity continues it becomes a habit, IIId so conditions for
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further growth are created. The key element to bring about the iDtellectual aad emotional
involvement ofthe student is reflection. Reflection is what enables the learner to
understand what he has been through and to team fiom his experience.
Any given experience will set up a preference or aversion Cor further experiences.

Therefore, ~e educator's role in fiIcilitatiDg worthwhile experiences is au~ in both the
conditions of the experience and the ret1ectiOD. The educator must be "intimately
acquainted with the conditions oftile local community in order to utilize them as
educational resources" (p. 36) in setting up the experieac:e. A worthwhile experience wiU
strengthen the leamer,

arouse his curiosityll and claritY his purpose such that he will be

empowered to continue learning. On the emotionalleve~ the educator must judge what
attitudes are being formed that are conducive to fUrther growth, and guide the student
accordingly.
The second criteria Cor an educative experience is that the iDteraction that takes
place between an individual and his environment gives equal rights to objective (external
facts) and subjective (mternal) conditions. An ideal environment provides the conditions

that correlate ready-made tnJths with the personal needs, desires, purposes and capacities

of the individual so that he can create his own knowledge. The educator must
intentionally structure and regulate the situations whereby such transactions can take place
between the individual and his environment.
Continuity and interaction intercept and unite to create the process ofliCelong

learning and growth. The knowledge and skills that an individual gains in one situation
become his "instruments of understanding" for dealing effectively with the next ODe.
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Through each experience, the individual's world either expands or c:oDtlICtS. Therefore,
attentive care must be devoted to the conditicms which make each experience IIleIIIingf.W
to the present and importMt in preparation for fidure experiences with deeper and broader

issues.
Programs in Service LeamiDa Partoersbjps
One strategy identified by the Commission on Minority Participation in Education
and American Life (1911) to achieve equality in education is coopeIaUon among all levels
and systems in education. Service learning partnerships fi'om Kindergarten to bigher
education engage educators aDd learners fi'om schools and universities in activities that are
mutually beneficial (Myers" Pickeral, 1997). A school-univenity coDaborative
partnership in teacher education involves (a) the school teachers, (b) the elementary and

secondary students, (c) the coUege students also known as preservice teachers. (d) the
university faculty, aad (e) the administrators from both institutions.
Service leaming partnerships have been designed primarily to improve teacher
education. The design ofeach model is dependent on the goals oftbe partnership. Each
has its own mission, focus, and scope. The first four models described in this section
illustrate a specific component deemed important in preparing tUture teachers. The
components are (a) professional development ofthe coDese student, (b) collaboration
between the university and school, (c) relationships among participants in service leaming,
and (d) transition for the college student to classroom teadler. The remaining examples
illustrate specific goals within a preparation prosnm, such as diversity training, recruiting
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bilingual candidates, aacl using tecbnolOlY to fici1itate coDDeCtions amoDl institutions 8Dd.
participants.
lohn CanoU UrjvmitY. The Professional Education Model seeks to prepare and

develop professional educaton at John CaroB University in Obio (Manning & Jorgenson.
1996). Partnerships exist with South Euclid-Lyndhurst School District, Orchard

Elementaly School, Hawken Lower School and Saint Ignatius High School. Students in
the alternative teacher certification prognm receive aMasters ofEdualtion degree plus

an elementary or secondary teacher certification.. The program includes a tbIl year of

~

immersion in teaching, attending classes OD site and at the UDiversity. Intems are selected
by both university and site persoamel.
A &cuIty member serves IS program administrator, and fiaIl-time &culty advisors

are available to the interns. Upon requests fi'om interns, Professional Development
Workshops on Classroom Behavior and Management, Ethics in Teaching, and Assessment
have been offered. Faculty are available for conversations with interns; career advisement
services and employment networking is also offered. Providing these services has
increased demand for fiIcuIty time and other resources. CoUaboration is also time
consuming, as "meetings that provide opportunity for sbaring must occur on a regular
basis" (p. 98).
Kentucky :Wesleyan con... The partnership between Kentucky Wesleyan

CoUege and Cravens Elementary School focuses on coUaboration and its benefits in the
preparation ofpreservice teachers (Tennison & Hawes, 1996). While education students
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experienced worlcina with cbiIdreD in authentic environment, these SlIDe students brouaht
new ways ofleaming to the children and &cuIty of the urban school.
Every class in the Teacher Education PrOJP1UD at Wesleyan has a field requirement,
totaling ISO boon upon completion of all classes. This takes place before student
teaching begins. Students ideatify their own learning needs based on their classes, field
experiences, and the state's "Ne\1If Teacher Standards." They discuss their progress
through seIf-evaluatio~ reflective joUl'lWls, and feecIbadc obtained from mentor teac~
faculty and peers.

The site coon:tiDator matches the coDege student's needs with a teacher who can
"provide the desired experiences." At the beginning, classroom teachers and coDeae
students were not sure of their roles in the program. The most critical element to its
success became identifYing the needslgoals of the coDege student and having both the
student and classroom teacher IS responsible parties toward the attainment of the goals.
AdditionaUy, "professors hold on-site discussions with their classes immediately foUowiDg
field experiences to help students retlect and make meaning ftom their experiences"
(Tennison &, Hawes, 1996, p. 103). Monies from a Goals 2000 grant are used to hire
floating substitute teachers to dow mentor teachers to join in the discussion. This
coUaboration is said to have changed the climate of the school, where success is measured
by each participant's gain in the partnership, where the good of the group and of the
individual is valued and celebnted.
Beny CoIJe.ae. The relationships among participants in the Berry CoDeae

partnership project in Gecqia U'e a central componeat in the education ofpreservice
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teachers (Haustather, Outlaw, A Strehle, 1996). FJeld experieaces in the teIdler education
program required that students be exposed to diverse multicultunl, rural, IIlCl suburban
environments at a variety of grade levels with supervision by both coUeae personnel and
classroom teachers. Supervision of students in the field by the professors of this small
college greatly limited placement possibilities.
The first decision in facing the placement dudlenges was to place students in pairs.
This provided for feedbadc: trom a peer, mutual support, and opportunity for collegial

reflection. The second area ofrocus, the classroom teacher's role, became the critic:;al
element ofthe program: "The relationships between the coUege fit.cuIty and cooperating
teachers have resulted in a desire to empower the classroom teacher to share in the
responsibility ofeducating the preservice teachers" (Hallsfather et al., p. 39). A
"Developmental Flow ofField Experience" table was developed with input from the
classroom teachers to descn"be the service that the coUege student would provide to the
classroom; a rubric for observations by teachers or fellow students was presented; teachers
keep a "conversation" notebook with the interns regarding their field experiences. In

addition, students reflect on their field experiences daily through journal entries focusing
on analysis of significant episodes.
These early field placements provide ongoing supervision, guidance, and guided
reflection on their experiences to the college students. They are to be in continuous
conversations with their coUese instructor and with the cooperating teacher. However,
after two years that the program has been in place, time and opportunities for
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commUDication are DOW the bigest chaPenps and the primIry foc:us of attention to
ensure continued. success IIKl pllticipation of III partners.
Linfield Cog_ Educators at Linfield CoUeplddressed the problem oftnnsition

for the coUege student &om the role ofstudent to the role of professional "There is no
planned, gradual transition ftom classroom practice to active participation in the new
professional role: one minute they're students, the next they're teachers" (Campbell &
Ro~

1996, p. 108). The case ofa model student unable to adapt to the teadler's role in a

student teacbinS experience bepn the conversation on the acculturation ofpreservice
teachers to the realities ofurban schools prior to their student teaching experience. While
the program included courses with observationlaidinS requirements, what wu IackiDa was
clear integration ofcoursework and fieldwork experience. Students were participating in
the clerical duties ofteachins rather than beins ensaaed in the art of teachin&. LiDfield's
goal was to have secondary preservice teachers in conversation with expert teachers in
their subject fields, making connections between subject, method, and students., using
examples from classroom experiences where both are co-participants.
The Site-Based Secondary Methods model moved the secondary methods block:-a
two.period blodc-to a high school five days a week, with a ponion of that time for

students to work in the classrooms IDd meet with cooperating teachers. The CODtent-area
methods courses are taught by Lindtield's adjunct facuIty-tbe best high school teachers in
each department. These faculty members are part of the team that plans the methods
curriculum, cover classes for the hip school teachers when these are guest lecturers for
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the coOege students down the ball, and coordinate the discussions and mmapmeat ofthe
field experiences.
Linfield students are immersed in the culture and climate of the high school. They
have access to the resources ~ such u hbrary, computer lab, and ESL and
handicapped resource rooms. The Linfield-McMimrville High School team intentionally
couple student cbaracteristi~ curriculum, teaching methods and activities to create a

seamless experience for the coD.., student to _nne the role ofteacber.

Increasing enrollment in the successfiJI Linfield program bas caused strain on MIlS
teaching and administrative staff. Future plans include expanding the program to two
middle schools in addition to the high school ofMcMiDnville public schools.

Other PrOJPlUDS· Specific cballenges and visions have driven other partDership
programs. FoUowing are some examples.
The Wdlamette University School ofEducatioo in Oregon teamed with the Salem
Keizer School District SMART (Salem-Keizer Multicultural Resource Team) to introduce
diversity training in school reform (BdBe, 1996), to address the interrelationship ofculture
and instructional practice. California's CoD.., ofNotre Dame and the Raveaswood City
School District became partners in attracting bilingual candidates for the teaching
profession, and subsequently training and certifying bilingual teachers (Guay, 1996).
Houghton CoOege in New York: is a rural coOege with a very homogeneous
population. Through technology and a partnership with King Urban Life Center and
School #90, the Houghton CoOege education departmeat is prepariDg teachers with
multicultural and multiethnic understanding (Massey & Massey, 1996). Technology also
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•
provided the connecIioJl in the partnersbip between JlalwuiD..WIIJace CoUep in Ohio IIICl
Berea City Schools (Coaroy, Jensen., BeiDbridae, & Catroa, 1996).
For additional models ofproarmlS with courses that employ service leamina the
reader is directed to Erickson a:nd Anderson (1997). Tbe models described therein not
only give examples ofservice IeImiDg experiences attacbed to courses, but also ways to

present service teaming u a philosophy and telChinl method and to prepare teachers to
use service teaming IS an instructional approach within K... 12 classrooms.

•

The SERVE Pmmm at csm,R
The idea for the SERVE Program oriainated in 1994 based on the concern of
Long Beach Unified School District leaders that the teachers graduating from the local
university, California State University, Long Beach, seemed unprepared for teachiDg in the
culturally diverse Long Beach schools (Hanun et aI., 1998). Seeking to provide early field

experiences in multicultural, urban class settings, representatives &om both institutions,
from the City of Lon, Beach, aDd trom the Long Beach Community Partnership designed
a pilot service teaming program which wu fonnaIly instituted as a requirement for
graduation in the Liberal Studies program in 1996.
The program aligns with one of the models of service leaming descnbed by Myers

and Pickeral (1997) in which coD. students perform as tutorslmeraton to K-12 students.
In this model, preservice teachers test the theories they have learned in the classroom,.

explore specific strategies, assess if teaching is the right career for them, aDd determine
their future in education. In addition. the SERVE Program operates based on a "theory of
change" which seeks to improve the prepaaation ofteacbers for cultunl diversity.
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There are long-term and short-term ps for the SEllVE Prosram. The long-term

goals are to prepare teachers who: {a> possess skiDs to respond to students' individual
needs and di1ferences (such as first language, gender, race and etbnicity, socioeconomic
class, personality, and parental education); and (b) possess knowledge of the realities of
public school classrooms and skills to adapt to these realities (Hamm et aI., 1998). An
exposure to the reatities ofurban classrooms, development of sensitivity and
understanding ofsocial, cuIturallDd economic &don that bave an effect on the education
ofchildren, and providing support in the classroom constitute the short-term goals oftile
program. The program requires 120 boon of service leaming over three semester periods,
or 40 hours per semester.
Students are trained, placed, and supported through the SEaVE Proaram which is
housed in the Center for CoUaborabon in Education in the College of Education. Training
includes "strategies for giving praise, guided reading, reading prompts, asking effective
questions., management techniques, active participation and a powerfUl simulation
experience teaching them how it feels to be a learning impaired or excluded student"
(Flamm et aI., 1998, p. 198) in one four..hour session. The model calls for students to

keep an interactive joumal with the classroom teacher also known as service learning
instructor (SLI) and to use it during the biweekly sessions with their SLl
While the partnership exists between CSULB and Long Beach UDified School
District, placements have been extended to twenty five additional school districts
throughout Los Angeles and Orange Counties, in response to college students' requests.
Placements outside Long Beach are arranged on an individual basis to meet the needs of
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individual students. Support is otrered tbrouah the classroom teacher and the SEIlVE
coordinators. The SERVE Prosram Coordinator is a COUDSeIing intern, and the Faculty
Coordinator is a &cuJty member ttom the CoDep ofEducation.

During the 1997-98 school year a study was conducted with 187 students in the
SERVE Program who were placed in Long Beach schools (studeats placed ill other
districts were not included in the study). N"mety percent oftile students in the study were
women and the average . . was 23 years; fifty percent hid no prior experience as
volunteers in public schools. llesuIts from pre- and post-tests showed that the students
gained in their awareness of individual and social characteristics which influence the
educational development of children (Hamm et aI., 1998).
While those results indicate that students have gained in the awareness of
characteristics that have an effect on tile children's development, the model does not make
overt the personal development of tile coD. student. Working under the auspices of
theory to practice, a theory on student development could serve as a framework to

address, promote, support and encourage the personal development of tile teacher in
training.

Student Development Theories
Multiple components such as identity, competence, emotions, relationships,
experiences, personal cbaracteristics, and environmeratal fiIctors influence the development
ofa coDege student. While student aft8irs professionals study and become experts in
many ofthese areas. no one person is an authority in all ofthem. Student development
theories are accessible to understand individuals, groups, and institutions. They . . used
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by professionals "to make the many complex facets of [the coO.] experience

manageable, understandable, meaningfUl, and CODSistent rather than nndom" (McEwen,
Roper, Bryant" Langa. 1990, p. 148).

In the late 70s Knefelkamp, Widick:, and Parker (1978) set out to create a
comprehensive theory of student development. Instead, they confirmed the value of

having clusters oftheories, each cluster looking at the coUege student from a different
perspective. The clusters that will be discussed here are cognitive, typololY, penon
environment., and. psychosocial theories. Support for application of Arthur Chickering's
and Nevitt Sanford's theories to this study wiD be given.
Coptive Theories
Cognitive theories descn"be how students make meaning out oftheir world: how
they perceive inteUectuaIly what they are learning and. experiencing, how they reason.

They are built on the work: ofPiaget (1952) on moral development. The leading architects
ofcognitive theories are Kohlberg, Gilligan, Perry, and Belenky.
Kohlberg's work: in 1958 was an expansion ofPiaget's study ofmonl
development of children. That work resulted in a hierarchical and sequential explaDation
of "the individual's relationship with the rules of society" (Evans, 1996). He named six

stages ofdevelopment arranged in three levels, Preconventio~ Conventional and
PostconventionaJ. Movement toward higher levels ofmoral development is achieved
through experiences and situations that deal with moral issues. Since its inception,
Kohlberg's theory has been examined and supported by subsequent research and applied
in moral education programs in schools and universities (Evans).
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In 1977, GP11ipn proposed III aItemati'¥e tbeory ofmonl development for waa..
It consists of three levels: orientation to individual survival; aoodness as self-sacrifice; and
the morality ofnonviolence. The trIDSition stages between levels deal with the woman's
sense ofresponsibility to care for others, and to take care of herself as weD as others,

respectively. The research that followed Gillipn's work: sbowed that wbiIe both men and
women use both styles of moral reasoniag-based 011 justice and riahts as descn"bed by
Kohlberg, and based. OIl care and. respoasibility as described by Gillipa-men &vor the
fanner and women the latter (GiUipa, 1982).
Perry's (1968) study was the tint look at iDteIIectual development ofcoUege
students. He proposed nine stqes of cognitive development divided into four groups
which he named Dualism" Multiplicity, Relativism, aad Commitment in R.elativiSlll. The
student's perception of knowledge and truth is defined in each stage. Perry's focus on
development was the adaptation and adjustment that the individual makes when t8ced with

challenges, rather than the process of development taking place (Evans, 1996).
Belen.ky, CIinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule (1996) were the team of researchers
who in the late 70s sought to understand why women often doubted their intellectua1

competence. They noticed the tearning that women acquire through relationships,
fiiendships, and community involvement. They presented their findings as five major
perspectives on knowledge ftom women's point of view, and these they named "silence,"
"received knowledge,,., "subjective knowleclp," "procedural bowled.," and
"constructed knowledge.'" These perspectives emerged ftom women of different ages,
circumstan~

and outlooks. The authon' significant contribution to bigher education is
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promoting "connected teachiDl" which emphasizes coDaboraUve work. tindIand
experiences, and new modes ofassessment (Evans et aI., 1998).
Other theories ofcognitive development exist that build upon the ones presented
here. AmODg them are Baxter Magolda's Model ofEpistemological Reftection which
contains four stages with gender-related patterns in the first three; King and Kitchener's
Reflective Judgment Model 'With seven stages on assumptions about knowledge and the
process ofacquiring knowleclge(Evans et aI., 1998); and Loevinger's Theory ofEao
Development which considers moral growth, interpersonal relations and cognitive
development in one framework (pascareUa" Terenzini, 1991).
Typology Theories
Differences among individuals are addressed in typology theories. These theories
do Dot have stages or processes and do Dot serve to evaluate. Instead, they explaiD,
provide infonnation, and increase our understanding of the innate dift"erences among
individuals, specificaJly among coUege students (pascareUa" TerenDni, 1991). The
differences are in the way they learn, the way they communicate, how they take in and
process infonnation, what interests they have, how they spend their time, and what
experiences they have in coUege. Given a set ofcballenges, a new situation, or
environmental filctOfS, individuals will respond differently based on their type. Typology
is the framework for cognitive and psychosocial development, because students approach
development in accordance to their type (Evans et aI., 1998). The major contributors to
typology are Kolb, HoUand, and Myers-Briggs.
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Kolb maintains that the IeamiDa process bas four components, which are "concrete
experience," "reflective observation," "abstract conceptualization," and ccactive
experimentation." The first and third components-<:oncrete experience and abstract
conceptualization-both deal with the way an individual takes in information; the second
and fourth components-reflective observation and active experimentation-are ways an
individual makes information meaningfw.
Individuals must choose which components they will use each time they are in a
learning situation. It is ftom these pleferences that learning styles emerge. In order for
students to have equal access to education, clifl"erent learning styles must be considered in
methods ofinstruction, assessment, and delivery of service to students (Evans et al.,
1998).
HoUand tint proposed his Theory of V ocational Personalities and Environments in
1985 (Evans et al., 1998). It incorporates four parameters: personality type,
environments, the fit between the personality type and the environment, and the persons
interacting in the environment. Different personality types are defined by interests,
behaviors, and attitudes, and a person with diverse strengths and interests may identitY
with more than one type. The types are: (a) IleaIistic, (b) Investigative, (c) Artistic, (d)

Social, (e) Enterprising, and (t) Conventional.
Each personality profile has a matching environmental model, according to
Holland, because persons create their environment according to who they are.

Additionally, persons seek out environments that allow them to use their talents, thereby
strengthening the person-environment definition (Evans et al., 1998). HoUand continued
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assist individuals in making vocational choices.
The Myers-Briggs motber-daughter team based their work on that of Carl lung
related to mental fimctioning (pascarella" Terenzini, 1991). Their typology theory states
that differences in personality are reflected in ways that persons prefer to receive
information-the perception fimcIions-and ways that they reach conclusions or make
decisions-the judgment fimctioDs. Within each ofthese fi.mctioas are two preference
areas, and

an are governed by attitudes or orientations.

The first attitude descn'bes an individual's source ofenergy and how he or she
interacts with the world-Extroversion (E) or Introversion (I). The perception fimctions
refer to the kind of informatioa an individual naturally notices-Sensing (S) or by Intuition

(N). The judgment functions describe bow an individual makes decisions-Thinking (T) or
Feeling (F). And the individual's preferences in interacting with the outside world can be
ludgment (J) or Perception (P). According to these preferences and their poSSIble
combinations sixteen different personality types arise (i.e., ISTI, ISFl, ENTP, etc.). The
Myers·Briggs Type Indic:ator is an instrument that is widely used to assess personality

types.
The wide use oftypology theory and corresponding assessment instruments attest
to their value in gaining understanding ofindividuals. The guiding force of these is that all
types are equally valued and necessary in our society.
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P§SPD=EnyiroppwIt Deories

Person environment theories are not developmeI'It.I theories in the pure sense, but

they are important to student development because the models provide another backdrop
for understanclina the coD. student and the effects of the elWironment on the coDege
experience. The models are defilled accordiDa to the JIIIin infIuenc::e of the enviroDJDellt
being analyzed., such as physical models, human agrepte models, perceptual models, and

structural organizaticmaL ~ and _ve beeR SIIIIIIIIIrizec by PucarelIa aDd Terenzini
(1991).
Physical models can represent the ac:tuI1 ~ the IaqJer setbD, or locality, or

the participants. 8artcer>s theory ofbe_vior settinp is 1ft example ofphysical models.
Human aggregate models take aD the cbaracteristics ofpoups ofpeople in the

environment, such as values. attitudes. ,oals aDd socio-demographic similarities.
HoDand's work on vocational choice and the envirolUllellt described under TypolOlY
Theories is also an example ofbuman agrepte models. In perceptual models the
individual's perception of the world defines the environment. Lewin and Murray are the

pioneers of this area of study. And lastly, structural orpnizational models that explain the
behavior ofpeople in particular types oforpnizations are interpreted by Sttanae and
King.
Psymosocial Theories
Psychosocial theories give us an insiaht into college students' growth tbrouah the

way they ma.na.ae or achieve particulu developmental tasks. These theories bad their
beginnings in the 1960& with the work. of Erik Erikson and Nevitt Sanford. Erikson's
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epigenetic principle of tile relation between biolosical and psycholosical cbantJes. tile
crises that result when these changes interact with sociocultural demands, and his
identification ofidentity confiasion in coDege students laid the groundwork: for
psychosocial theories (pascarella & Terenzini, 1991).
Sanford (1967) studied the effects of new situations and demands placed on
college students. He valued the research from the 60s which showed that flexibility of

thinidn& range ofint~ autonomy and integrity were among the traits that
differentiated the most and least creative people in architecture, literature, mathematics,
and engineering. Chickering is another psychosocial theorist whose theory integrates the
work ofErickson, Sanford, and volumes ofwork and infonnation on coll. student
development into one model (Chickering, 1969).
Some psychosocial theory models examine the experiences ofwomen and diverse
populations, such as Marcia's Model ofEgo Identity Status; Cross's ModeJ ofBlack
Identity Formation; Heath's Maturity Model (Evans et aI., 1998). From all the existing
psychosocial models, it is the work ofChickering and Sanford that will be reviewed in this
section for their theories' direc:t application to this study.
Chickering's Seven Vectors of Development
Chickering created the vectors ofdevelopment on the belief "that coDeses and

universities should be concerned about students' personal values, ways ofthinkin& modes
ofleaming, and interpersonal and intercultural skiDs" (Chickering & Reisser, 1993, p. xi).

While his theory was not embraced by faculty when it was first published in 1969, the
present focus on socially responsible citizenry emerging from higher education is very
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much in line with the theory ofstudent development u described by Cbickerin& and
Reisser (1993). This theory and. ensuing recommendations are 1ft update of ChickeriDa's
original wo~ incorporating adcIitiOllll research on hiaher education, particularly the
work ofPascarella and Tennzini (1991). The updated version ofCbickerina's Vectors is

what foUows.
Deyelopina Competence. The con. student pins competence in three major

areas: inteUectual competeftCe, physical and manual skiDs. and. interpersonal competeDce.
The most apparent pins are in subject matter knowledp IIlCl academic skills of a major.

Just as significant are critical tbinking, cultural understanding and aesthetic sophistication.
How studentS make sense oftheir experience and develop new points ofview add to their
cognitive skiDs.
Physical and mauuaJ skills develop throup involvement in athletics, fitness
programs,. and creative projects. Students learn about teamwork: and competition, seIf
discipline7 seIf~ w~ COUI'II~ adaptability and 8exibitity. Tangible creations
provide evidence of IIWIUaI skills.
Interpersonal competence involves skiI1s in listening, responding, decision.-makiDg,
giving feedback, and acquiring sensitivity. These are sipificant for mentoring, ftUIII8ging,
leading, negotiating, instructing, supervising, consulting, persuading, and collUllUDicating

in private, public, personal and professional settings. These are the skills that employers
look for in coUeae graduates.
While a student7 s sense of competence in these areas is subjectiv~ that sease plays

a major role in maintaining a balance in coDeae life, in solvina problems, and in
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persistence. Students compare themselves to other students through the feedback they

receive. With an increased trust in their abilities, students take greater risks, give more
worth to their ac:complisbments, and have a healthy self-concept.

MaD'm. . EmotiODS, Emotions pelmeate the lives of students of all ages: age
does not correlate with emotional maturity. Students experience toxic feelings over tests,
academic stressors, relationships, and finances. Managing feelings such as these signifies

identifYing, accepting. and thereby increasing an awareness ofemotions, which leads to
exercising llexJble control over them.
Learning a broader repertoire of responses and appropriate expression offeelings
is what this vector is about. Learning in this area includes behavior modification, problem
solving, assertiveness training, perspective taking and responding. EquaDy important to
professional educators, Chickering notes, is to empbasize. to bring out and nurture
positive emotions, optimism and caring in all students.
MovinS Throuah Autonomy Ioward Interde.vencfence. Development in this area
brings about greater understanding for other points ofview. Acbieving autonomy through
emotional and instrumental independence allows the student to accept interdependence

with others. Emotional independence means baYing the freedom from needing reassurance
from others. The student entering coUeae relies temporarily OD someone else (i.e.,
counselor, professor) while he or she is learning the skiDs to function independently.
Instrumental independence refers to self-sufficiency in any envirOlUDent, being able to

leave one place and function weD in another. A student needs strong copitive skiDs to
have this independence, to set goals and take risks.

so

When independence is IdIieved, interdependence die capstone of autonomy, is

pOSSIble. Interdependence is about reciprocity, compromise, sacrifice, consensus,
commitment to the weI&re oldie community, respect, ,live and take, and tiiendships. In
other words, this is about becoming difFerent and making and maiDtainina connections.
Develo• • Mature IntegenonII Bcletigmhjp"

Mature relationships is defined by

Chickering as acceptina persons for who they are, appreciating their di&reaaces, talents
and tlaws, and having a . - o r capacity for intimIcy,

sbariD& and reciprocity.

This sIift in

the quality of relationships makes for deeper connections, romance, collaboration,

partnerships, and friendships. These relationships endure crises, distance, and separation.
Eventually such depth ofconnections will expand from die circle of mends, colleagues and
partners, to the community and beyond.
Much can be done by professionals to achieve movement in this vector. Some

examples are: <a> restructuring cunicula to break down etbnoc:entric attitudes, eliminate
labels, and put a stop to the neptive interpretation ofothers; (b> proYidin. opportunities
to learn about different cultures, social classes, and abilities; and (c) actin. as role models.

Establishin.s IdentitY. EstUIisbin. identity encompasses all the vectors, since it
includes the student's awareness ofcompetencies, emotions, values,
bonding with others,

standina alone,

soma &om intolerance to openness, and self-esteem. "Identity"

defines who the student is: body and appearance, .ender and sexual orientation, social
and cultural heritaae, roles and lifestyle. Acceptance and appreciation of all these
solidifies the student's sense of self and brings about greater integration ofbody, mind,

feelings, beliefs and values.
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A sense of self in a social, historical and. cultural context is necessary for the
student to locate herselfin context tint before being able to appreciate other groups.
Students are able to update their seIf-concepts based OIl information fi'om others, provided
the feedback is consistent and specific. Acknowledgment of weaknesses and. acceptance
of criticism as weD as increasing &ith in their own abilities, feeling usefial to ~ and
knowing their valuable qualities leads to stability and. intearatiOD.
Deyelopio. Pumase. Sbarperaina priorities in personal and professional areas

result in greater commitment to goals, termed by Chickering as "developing purpose."
Students have a greater opportuDity to clarify personal interests in coDege, especially if
they go from being passive to purposeful learners. This is achieved through setting their
own learning goals. Therefore, goal clarification should be a high priority for coDege
personnel.
With greater clarification of personal interests c:omes greater stability, increase in
time spent studying, and greater commitment. CoUege requires personal ~
sacrifice, and greater intentionality, which translates to having meaningful goals, sreater
focus and depth in studies, fuU involvement, motivation and persistence. Having a strong
purpose leads to integrity, the final vector.
Develgpin& Inte&my. Integrity refers to a person"s core values and beliefs.
Humanizing those values, personalizing them and being congruent leads to development in
this vector. Humanizing values is living them out through greater humanitarianism,
involvement in politics, and support for individual rights. Owning up to those values and
articulating them provides greater clarity, making it poSSlble to reftame beliefS based on

S2

ethical princip~ loai~ and evidence. Co. . staff can play a major role in encounainI
students to &ad their own way by providing opportunities for reflection, penoaaI

dialogue, and greater involvement with others.
Being pnuine, aliping behavior with personal values in socially acceptable ways

makes a person "coDJPUent." A penon who is congruent "walks the talk" by accurately
matching experiences, awareness and communication. A penon who is consruent
continues to develop intepity through reIati~ evaluating and. tempering rigid
beliefs, remaining open to other interpretations, weighing evidence and experiences, and

remaining true to a meaningfial set of principles.
Factors that lofJuence DeyeiQpment
Having proposed these vecto~ Chickering identified factors he caUs "key
influences on student development." They are: (a) institutional objectives; (b)
institutional size; (c) student-faculty relationships; (d) curriculum; (e) teaching (f)

friendships and student communities; and (g) student development programs and services.
They are descnDed here because of their relevance to the experiences of students
participating in this study.

Institutiopal Objectives. Clear institutional objectives defined by members of the
college community and used u guides bring consistency to polici~ prOSJ."BlllS, practices,
and behaviOR. Such consistency brings focus to the coUege community and reiaf'orces
one another's work. This produces higher motivation in students and moves them along

their development: clarity and consistency determines development.
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JmtitqtjopeI Size. Small colleges offer peater opportunity for student
involvement, for students to get to know each other, for relationships to form, for

leadership skiDs to be developed. The less participation opportunities avan.ble, the less
self-discovery and development ofidentity. In larger institutions, the seIf'-evaluation ofthe

student shifts from criterion-referenced evaluation (tasks and responsibilities) to norm
referenced evaluation (comparison with peen). This competition is bard on developing
competence; sense ofcompetence increases with the variety oftuks perfonned and level
of cooperation employed. Therefore, smaller human-scale units should be created in large

institutions to foster student development.
Student-Faculty Relationships, Peers are the number one influence in students'
lives; taculty are number two. PascareUa and Terenzini (1991) report that "the influence
ofinterpersonai interaction with these 8fOUPS is manifest in intellectual outcomes u well
as in change in attitudes, values, aspiratio~ and a number of psychosocial clwacteristics"
(p. 620) and "the most influential interactions appear to be those that fOQJs on idea or
intellectual matters, thereby extending and reinforcing the intel1ectua1goals of the
academic program" (p. 620).

Student-filculty interaction has been shown to develop competence and sense of
competence in students by faculty modeling how they use their minds. High quality, early,
informal out-of-dus contact with fiu:ulty influences students' career aspirations and
clarity of purpose. Faculty can provide the temporary support that leads to autonomy.
Through modeling humanizing ofvalues and ethical behavior, faculty move students to
integrity.
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For positive stuct.t-fiadty relationships to take place, fiadty must be accessible,
congruent, knowledgeable on human dew:lopment, IIId able to communicate with
students. The latter component refers to listening skiDs, being able to enter the student's
frame ofreference, havills positive reprd, being able to focus on the student's streftIths,
being able to get to the issue that is of concern to the student, and having respect for the
student.

Cuniculum. Wbile volumes can and have been written about curriculum IIICI
student development, a major point that must be made is that the curriculum affects how a
student establishes identity. Chickering sugests four areas of examination regarding
general education requirements: (a> is the content relevant to the student's background
and prior experiences? (b> does the content recognize sipificant individual difFerences
among students? (c) does the curriculum create encounters that cballenge existing values?
(d) does the curriculum provide activities that integrate what the student is learning? In
addition, how the curriculum is presented can make the difference between active learning
and minimum academic preparation.
Teaching. The conditions for learning aft'ect student development. Chickering

offers his principles ofgood pnctice in teaching. Good practice encourages:
1. student-&cuIty contact in and out ofclass, sharing experiences, knowing
students by name, mentoring students;
2. cooperation among students through study groups, sharing about their
background, evaluating each other's work, estab6sbing learning communities;
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3. active learning through classroom discussioas applying the lesson to their own
lives, team projects, outside events related to course work, planned activities;
4. prompt feedback to students with suggestions for improvement and reflection,
detailed evaluations,

conferen~

written comments, keeping a log ofstudents' progress;

5. time on task, communicated high expectations, setting challenging goals,
suggesting additional reading, caDing attention to students' performance; and

6. diverse talents and ways oflearnin& using diverse teaching methods, matchina
activities to students' bacqrounds, integrating new knowledge.
Faculty should continuously seek new ways to be more effective and engage in personal
renewal.
Friendships and Student Communities. Relationships amoDg students foster
development along all seven vectors. With mends students learn to communicate,
emp~

argue, and reflect. Spending time in dialogue with mends, students clarify

values and purpose. By sharing feelings and revelations ofbiases and histories students
develop greater understanding ofeach other and integrity. Student communities are
socializing agents for identity development.

The institutional culture determines the student culture. An institutiOD that fosters

community encourages regular interactions with opportunity to share interests and fi.ce
common problems together. In a large institution, a more personalized environment for
students through the creation ofsmaller units facilitates relationships with peers, &culty
and advisors. For commuter students, the challenge is greater to build a community and
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fonn mendsbips. Pro....... ietleats, professiODll meetings and other activities can be
intentionally platmecl to promote involvement for an students.
Student Development Proarams and Services. CoUaboration among student

development professionals, &cuIty and other campus educaton fosters the development of
the student as co-curricular and academic successes build on each other. Tbis can be
viewed through three service clusters: entering services, support services, and culminating

services.
Entering services include preadmissions, recruitment, admissions, financiallicl,
employm~

orientation, educational planning, academic skiDs assessment, prior learning

assessment, and registration. Support services enrich the class experiences with
developmental cocurricular activities such as academic support services, career
development, personal and life counseling, educational programming, recreational, athletic
and cultural activities, health services and wellness programs, student government and
organizations, residential life, child care, support groups, and developmental mentoring.
Culminating services include practica and internships, academic review and graduation
assessment, job search, resume writing, interviewing, placement services, and development
transcript review.
"The most critical task ofhigher education for the twenty-tint century is to create
and maintain educationally powerful environments" (Chickering It. Reisser, 1993, p. 454).
Such environments will move students along the seven vectors ofdevelopment.
Specifically, they (a) integrate work ancIleaming, (b) recognize and respect individual
differences, and (c) consider that significant learning and development move in cycles of
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cballenge and response, cfi1ferentiation IIId iJItesmtion, disequilibrium IIICl repined
equilibrium.

Nevitt Sanford's CM". . IIICI SYPJKU1
The core ofSanford's work: is based on the premise that significlnt Ieuning comes
in cycles ofchallenge and response. "Prior to Sanford's work, no developmeDtal theory
other than Erik Erikson's was available to descn"be the changing patterns oftbinking,
feeling, and behaving in college-age students. Sanford set the stap for a new level of
thinking about student development, proposing that coUeges should foster development by
providing an empowering balance ofcbI1Ienge and support" (Chickering" Reisser. 1993.
p. 1).

Sanford's purpose in writing Selfand SocietY (1966) was to provide a base of
information to professionals working with people in need offiarther development. to be
used for planned action for groups and individuals. For coUeae students, Sanford
maintains that the institution must have a clear picture ofthe students entering and the

individuals they wish to emerge. The change that comes about during a person's years in
college depends on the programs and experiences offered at the institution. Personal and
professional growth happens when an individual encounters a situation that he cannot
manage with his existing repertoire of skills. The institution must therefore present the
student with cballenges that will stimulate new responses. and in so doing add to her
competencies.
Most students possess the necessary skills to master content, according to Sanford.
It is the instructor's job to challenge students to new ways of thinking that will generate
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new perspectives aad "systems of response." lDtentionally planned actions, placiDg
students in situations that Ire new to them and forcing new responses, promote learning.
A weekend seminar is likely to produce more learning than a semester of attencIiDg cluses

in a routine tasbian. Critical incidents for students, when attended to by professionals on

campus, can become learning opportunities, change perspectives, or in8uence retention.
The degree to which a student is cbaIIenged is a delicate matter and always carries
some risk. Sanford (1966) found many students feeling overly stressed. In CODSideration
ofthat fact, Sanford stated that "the most effective c:oUege might well be one in which half
of the people were working at cballenging the student and the other half at seeing that
these challenges did not become overwhelming" (p. 45). Professionals must determine
how much to challenge a student to effect growth yet maintain the individual mentally

healthy, which is the balance of cbalIenge and support.
SuPJKU1 for U.S Chickerig's Vectors
Students in the SER.vE Program are challenged to learn in a setting that is new for
them, the urban classroom. Nierstheimer, Hopkins, and Dillon (1998), state that "we
must provide opportunities for undergraduate students

rID teacher preparation programs]

to try on the role of the teacher, have successtW experiences, and begin to see themselves

as teachers>7 and that "just as we teach and encourage prospective teachers to treat
children as individuals, we must also address the individual needs ofour students at the
university level" (p. 23). Student development theories provide a way to understand the
needs ofour university students and to create programs tbat will result in successful
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experiences, that are suitable to their development and that wiD eacourage and support
their growth (Evans, 1996).
Student development theories that explain growth are usually presented as stages,
such as the stages ofcognitive development described by Koblberg and Erikson's
epigenetic principle. However, Chickering's vectors do not have the hierarchy or
sequentia1ity ofstage theories, and can be app6ed to whichever area ofgrowth
(inte1l~

iater:penoual, emotio~ etc.) the studeut is focusing "Education must

provide for the different paces at whicb such development proceeds, and for the many
fonns it may take" (Sanford, 1966, p. 21), and the vectors are usefid in examining those
various fonDS whenever and wherever they occur.

The Seven Vectors ofdevelopment can be considered IS having magnitude and
direction. The direction is the fonn or area ofdevelopment, and the mapitude is the
degree of transformation taking place in the student. The vectors have been used to study

a wide range ofexperiences ofcoUege students IS they relate to developmental
characteristics with students from various subpopulations like: ftesbman students (Tbieke,
1994; Martin, 1998; Tennant, 1990; Olthoff: 1991; DeUa VaDe, 1986); traditional age
(Martin; Depauw, 1980) and nontraditional age students (Butler &. Markley, 1993;

Thompson, 1993; Klimk:owski, 1983; MacFarlane, 1991); Afiican-American students
(Young, 1993; Marcy, 1986; Gibson, 1995); women athletes (Lienau" 1989); students

with learning disabilities (Olthott: 1991); and nursing students (Thompson; Siccardi,
1998). The issues that have been examined by way ofthe vectors include social
relationships (Sottile, 1995); environmental inftuences (Tbieke; Martin); classroom
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experiences (Thompson); iDstnacIion (Tellnant); academic performance (Gi'bsoa; Young);
.
counseling styles (Schou,. 1998; Depauw); student iIlvolvement (Murphy, 198$); and
identity (MacFarlane, 1991).

The validity ofCbickering's vectors has been eumined (Widick et al., 1978; White
&. Hood, 1989; Thieke, 1994). Since criticism has befallen on the vectors for beina too

general, for the lack ofjustification for cbanae alODg the vectors (Widick et aI.), and for
the difticulty in validating all seven vectors (White" Hood), the model bas been accepted

as being descriptive Iftd explanatory on areas of ~ Dot on bow change occurs.
Chickering himself accepted the criticisms and explained that his intent in writing

EducatiOD and {dimity wu to improve pndice, not to tbrther theory (lbomIs &
Chickering, 1984). Chickering bas been open to updating the information in the vectors
with the passing of time and the changes talcing place in hi(Iher education with new student
populations and technology (Chickering, 1980; Chickering & Ileisser, 1993). However,
there are those who believe that it may be difficult to incorporate factors unique to the
development of minority students into the vectors (McEwen et aI., 1990).
Tbieke (1994) conducted an in-depth analysis ofChickering's model and its
history, and examined the environmental factors that Chickering (1969) considered the
most important in intluencmg development. He found that faculty-student interactions,
interactions with peers, and participation in intentionally structured activities with peers
.were related with positive changes in development along the vectors. 'Ibis was the first
time that supposed causes ofdevelopment were validated. Tbieke recommended that
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further research be c:onducted on the iDtenctiOIl between intellectual and atrective

developmental growth.
The Student Developmental Task and Lifestyle Inventory (SD11..I)-revised version
ofthe Student Developmental Task Inventory-is an insUument used to measure
Chickering's psychosocial developmental concepts (W"UlSton & Miller, 1987). Subsc::ales

include establishing and clarifying purpose, educational involvement, career plannin&
lifestyle planning. life rnanagemen~ cuItunl participation. mature interpersonal
relationships, peer relationships, tolerance, emotional autonomy, academic autonomy,
salubrious lifestyles and intimacy. While the SDTLI bas been validated and used for
measuring developmental cbaracteristics with traditional age students oftile dominant
culture (Vic~ 1919) , it has also been used to study other populations such as
nontraditional aged students (Butler & Mark.ley, 1993), Afiican American students
(Gibson, 1995), and students with disabilities (Ohho1t 1991).

Theory to Practice
Chickering's developmental model has been used in different ways in higher

education, for example: as an assessment tool (Li~ 1989); a programming tool for
residence balls (Warner, 1988); for leadership training (DeBa Valle, 1986); and as a basis
for program and curriculum development (Si~ 1998; Beaman, 1993; Little, 1997).
In this study, the model is offered to the students as a tool for reflection and as a

framework: for personal and professional development.
Applying the model to students in the SERVE Program who are in urban schools

for their service learning, the effect ofchanging roles that they experiences is directly
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related to "estab6shina ideatity"; how students badIe the amdety of entering a new
environment or the uncertainty ofexpectations can be associated with "managing
emotions" and "developing competence.'" The new interactions taIdng place IIIIIOng
SERVE students and classroom teachers and their pupils can be supponed throup the

principles in ccdeveloping mature interpersonal relationships." While some vectors are
more immediately app6cable than others, they aD connect to some deane to the

experiences of our students.
The Study

The latest results oftbe amtUI1 Freshman Survey (CIRP~ Institutional
Research Program) conducted by UCLA's Higher Education Research Institute show the
growing stress experienced by women in hiper education who are overwhelmed by
pressure to succeed, relationships, fiDanciDg their education, body imase, and less
confidence in their abilities (Weiss, 1999). SaDford proposed in 1967 that people develop
when the stress is "great enough to chaDenge their prior modes of adaptation, but not so
great as to induce defensive radions" (p. 52). Therefore, we must balance the level of
challenge with proper suppon. Just as students are cbaJ1enged to perform their service in
a setting that is new to them, they must be supponed in this endeavor in the program that
sends them forth.
Sanford (1967) wrote that "it makes 6ttIe sense Cor institutions to recruit creative
talent without providing a setting in which it can flourish" (p. 52). It is difficult to argue

with that stance even as we approach the end. ofthe century. With this belie( the

foundational theoretical notion for this study is that development is not sequential and that
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it is the duty of the institution ofhigber education to provide the conditions to encourage
and promote the development of tile student in the manner and direction that he or she
chooses within the fi:amework ofthe institution.
We propose to do this by (a) being overt in the use of theory so the students can
be intentional in their growth and (b) involving the studeuts in the design oftbeir personal
goals and in the program that will suppon them in reaching those goals.

SUIlQOn for Metbodoloay
Goodlad (1994) suggests that only through new alliances among hDeral arts
faculty, teacher education &cuIty, and teachers in schools committed to renewal wiD we
be able to refocus and renew our effons to bring about schooling that is responsive to its
original purposes within our social and political democracy. This study seeks to broaden
the alliance to include student development counselors and educators to sustain, nourish
and guide preservice teachers to a greater understanding oftbeir lives and their chosen
profession. The model presented in this study in which personal and professional
development workshops are filciIitated by professionals in education in education and in
counseling. with participation of preservice teachers haviog experiences in urban
classrooms, is one response to education renewal.
The Practice:to-Iheory-to-Practjce (E'R) Model
The Practice-to-Theory-to-Practice (PTP) model provided. a structure to
implement the study, directing organized attention to the needs of the students entering
the SERVB Program and the desired outcomes. The PTP method in student development
operates on the belief that given a context ofpractice in student development. application
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offonnal theories combined with procedural process models results in a more professional
practice (Miller & Wmston, 1991). The Practice-to-Theoty-to Practice (PTP) mocIeI was
presented by Knefelkamp, Golec and WeDs (1985) IIICl consists offive components:
Practice, Description, Translation, Prescription, and Practice.
"Practice" is an effort to identifY conc:ems that need to be addressed and establish
desired goals and outcomes. This is foUowed by "Description" in which relevant theories
are examined and the characteristics of the students and the environment are analyzed
fromthe perspective of tile theories. "Translation" involves the identification of potential
sources of challenge and support. The PTP model then re-examines the goals and the
design ofan intervention method in order to achieve those goals in the "Prescription"
section. The last section, '?radice," is the implementation of the intervention, examination
ofoutcomes and redesign ofthe intervention if necessary. Chapter 3 discusses a specific
outline of steps taken to design the sessions that were the basis for this study.
The PTP model provided the base for selecting relevant theories, specifically
Chickering's (1993) developmental vectors and Sanford's (1966) cbaIIenge and support.
The process was guided by qualitative research practices in education and the use of
intentionally structured groups (W'mstOD, Bonney, Miller, & Dasley, 1988) in student
development work.

An intentionally structured group (lSG) can be defined as an intervention designed
to promote specified goals for the group and individual behavior change (W'mston et al.,
1988). The ISG usua1Iy lasts fi'om four to thirty hours over one academic term.
According to Winston et aI. (1988) the tasks and activities ofan ISO may allow its
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members to (a) examine attitudes and feelinp, (b) acquire new information, (c) develop
and practice sIcilJs, (d) receive feedback in a supportive dimate, and (e) integrate
knowledge with affect to form personally meaningfiIl and useful constructs. While the
group has a structure or fiamework ftom which to operate, it takes place in a social
environment and there is enough flexibility to allow the members to contribute to the
shaping ofthe process.
Q1.alitatiye Methods in Education
Marshall and llossman (I99S) propose that "successfid qualitative studies depend

primarily on the interpersonal skills of the researcher" (p. 64) for buiIdina trust,
maintaining good relations. respecting norms of reciprocity and considering ethical issues.
This idea, as well as MarsbaII and R.ossman's suggestion that participants may have to be

taught what the researcbel's' role is, describing "their activities while in the setting, what
they are interested in learning about, the possible uses ofinformation, and how the
participants can engage in the researcb" (p. 6S) were both taken into consideration and
applied in the work with the group.
Portraiture. As the study evolved, the researcher began to eeget a picture" ofthe
students in the style of social science portraiture, where data is ,...."mcently emiched by

the awe-inspiring lives and experiences ofthe subjects. Thus, this study became ftamed by
portraiture as descnbed by Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis (1997), "a method of

qualitative research that blurs the boundaries of aesthetics and empiricism in an effort to
capture the complexity, dynamics, and subtlety ofhuman experience and organizational
life" (p. xv).
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The crossing ofbouDdaries &om scientific coocepts to the iDtricIcies and delicacies

ofreality bas been documented since the tum ofthe century. Dewey (1938) was
concerned with recording educational experieIIces in a way that would be uue to their

texture and richness. Antbropolosist CIiff'ord Geertz (1973) adcnowledpcl the

researcher" s creative contn"butions to paintins a likeness, which be calIS "thick description"
and precedes theory buDding. Thick description can be defined as "description that goes
beyond the mere or bare reporting of_

~ but describes

and probes the intentions.,

motives,. meaninp, contexts. situations and circumstances ofactioD" (Denzin 1988" p. 39).
In portraiture,. the identity" cbaracter. and history of the researcher are considered

critical to the way the story is composed (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1991). How the

researcher 6st~ selects stories, and interprets wbat is happening depends on who she is.
and the work becomes a co-coastruction ofmeaninS among the producers and the
perceiver ofa work of art. The relationships in co-c:onstruction are between the artist
researcher and subjects; the artist-researcher and the work; the perceiver and the work;
and the perceiver and the subject of tile work. The reader is the perceiver who will
construct her own meaniDs.
The method of portnIiture set fonh by Lawrence-Liahtf'oot and Davis (1991)

sc;rves as the foundation oftbis study. The following concepts will be woven in: context
and setting; subjects,. facilitators and researcher; point of view and climate. The story of
the group is discussed, with emergent themes and c:lisceming observations in portraiture
terms. In selection ofthemes to be included in the results, the two questions important in
portraiture (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis) will be considered. Fnt, do the themes
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resonate through the stuclents7 languase and institutional culture, and do they illumjnlte
dissonant threads? And second, are the themes usetbI in interpretation?

Sipificance ofBesults
The significance ofthe results of this study are inherent in applied research efforts,
which focus on practical applications to propams and practices (B0Jdan II:. DikleII, 1998).
This work: can be considered IS practitioner researc~ in which the investiptor is the
coordinator of the service leaming program for preservice teachers. The purpose of
practitioner research is "to promote individual or group change through education" (p.

212).
Participatory action research was chosen to involve the students,. a &cuIty member7
and a staff member in the process ofobtaining and providing information that aftects the
teacher education program. Action research can be used to change existing practices by
(a) providing informatio~ understanding and filets for making decisions; (b) aUowing
people to understand themselves better7 increasing their awareness ofproblems and raising
their commitment; (c) getting people involved around a particular issue; and (d)
developing confidence in designing new goals (Bogdan & Biklea, 1998). These are the
areas that this study touched. This work: took on the theoretical perspective of qualitative
research in which all people are seen IS having the potential to be "active in shaping and
changing the 'real world 7H (Dodgan" Biklea, p. 233).

Omgusiop
This review ofthe literature has involved aspects ofmulticultural education in
teacher preparation programs and service leamin& Iiteratw'e on student development
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theory, the PTP model, and qualitative I'eIeII'Cb.. ChIpter 3 discusses the methodoloay
used to infuse Chickerina's vectors into service Ieamins in this study.
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CHAPTEll3

MEmODOLOGY AND PR.OCEDURE
The purpose ofthis study is to develop an effective mechanism for infiasins

Chickering's psychosocial development model into traiaing for service leamiDg in teacher
education. The questions are: (a) given instruction in the model and support, are students
able to apply the model to fi.uther their personal and professional development?; and (b)
what is the best way to implement the model in service leaming training? Sanford's
(1966) theory ofchallenge and support and Chickering's (1993) developmental vectors
serve as the underlying theories for this descriptive study. The Praetice-to-Theory-to
Practice (PTP) Model proposed by Knefelkamp, Golec and WeDs (1985) pided the
design of the intervention, and Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis's (1997) method of
portraiture guided the methodology. This chapter wiD outline the design ofthe
intervention, procedure used, and methodology for data analysis.

Desian ofImeryegtion
The Practice-to-Theory-to-Practice model was employed to develop a theory
based study involving students in the teacher preparation program at CSULB. The model
provided the framework for developing the intervention for this study, allowing the
researcher to use a theoretical developmental approach to challenging and supporting
students in their professional identity development. An intervention was designed by
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fonowing the PTP model and impJemeated in the pilot. After its impIemeatation, the
outcomes were evaluated and cbIInps w.-e made. The redesigned iDterveation was then
used in the research study.
Pilot DesiID
FoUowing is a specific outline of steps that were taken to design the intervention
used in the pilot. It also includes implementation, evaluation, and information that was
gained to redesign the iDterventioa that was then used in the study.

Practice: Step 1. IdegtitJinl DAllD'tist cogcems. Students in the teacher
preparation program at CSULB participatina in the SEllVE Program were in a serYice

learning experience that was new for them. This was their first experience in. urban
classrooms as tutors to children at risk. This experience required that the students learn
new skills for their chosen profession and adopt an identity that was new to them. The

concerns were how to support students in their personal development and at the same time
provide them with professional development to maximize their learning in their field
assignment.

St. 2. Determiniul educaticmalloals. The goal was to make overt information
known about coDege students' development, to see if students would pin an

understanding of themselves and apply the vectors to their own development. A second
goal was to find a way to iDfuse the vectors into the training for ..,nee learning in. the

teacher preparation program.
Description: Stg 3. Ipyestjptinl Tbeories. Preliminary data ptbered through
the SERVE Program exposed student development issues in the experiences ofstudents in
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the program. After considering all the family dusters of student development theory,
Sanford~ s

theory ofcbaUenge IIKl support and Chickering's Seven Vectors of

Development were selected.
Sanford's theory ofcballenge and support receives primary comideration in this
study becallse SER.VE students were in crisis situations. Sanford proposes that aitical
incidents for students can become leaming opportunities and change pel spectives when
attended to by professionals on campus. As challenges became overwhelming to some
students as observed by the researcher working in the SERVE office, this aaturaI1y
pointed to a need for support.
The issues that the students were dealing with are addressed 'Within Chickering's
seven vectors ofdevelopment: Developing Competence, Managing Emotions, Moving
Through Autonomy Toward Interdependence, Developing Mature Intcrpersoual
Relationships, Establishing Identity, Developing Purpose., and Developing Integrity.
Students in the service leaming program at public schools experience the effect that
changing roles bas on establishing identity. All of the vectors have identity as a central
theme.
St§R 4. Ana.Iyzjna student characteristics in context oftheo[!. Students come into

the SERVE Program concentrating on their requirements for graduation. IncreasinsJy,
students in the teacher-preparation program are first-generation coUege students who have
not had exposure to professionals in education. Some did not attend elementary school in

this country. Others are retumiaa aduh students for whom the classroom is vastly
different than they remember. With a variety ofbackgrounds and cultures among our
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students, for many it is uncIar what are best pnctices for the classroom, .... vay little is
being done to reinfon:e whether what they are doing is considered riaht or MOng.

Therefore, the coUege tuton are being overly cbaIIenged 'Without support.

The students in the SERVE protp'Blll are unique in that they share a common
purpose, which is that they want to become excellent teachers, and yet they bring IDIIlY

difFerent pelspectives on what that means and how to set there. Many come into the
program unclear about bow much is expected of a teacher, bow to IIIIIIIIIp their emotions

or develop interpersonal skills. For them, the realities oftodaYs urban classroom, the
impersonal nature of a larae urban university, and the complexity of their penona1lives

becomes overwbelmin&.
Most students in the program are successfid in their course work and are
accustomed to receiving feedback trom others on their performance. In the field,
however, they do not receive feedback on their work on a regular basis. Upon completion
offorty hours ofwork in the field over a ten-week:. period, students receive an evaluation

by the classroom teacher (Appendix B). Students perform their work individually and
have no opportunities to come topther with peers or professionals in a structured way.
Sanford's theory tells us that there needs to be a balance in cbaIIenge and support
for learning to occur. The theory suagests that not having any kind offeedback IDd
support-as in the case ofthe students in the SEllVB program-is not the best condition for
learning. Students who were stnagIing, as observed by the researcher, were being overly
challenged and not receivinl enoup support. This constituted analyz:ina the
characteristics ofstudents in context of theory.
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Step S.

AMIDina enyjroaqwataI cIwJcteriJtjc;s

Students in the SER.VE Proaram

receive four hours of training on Jitency strategies and active participation SIIate(Iies.

They are then placed in schools to work as tutors to children at risk in neiJJbborboods that
are new to them; they are expected to intend with site coordinators, school cbildren and
classroom teachers. While there exists an office where the SERVE Proaram is housed at

CSULB, and the students are encouraged to seek help with any issues or concerns, there
is no additional planned contact with. the students. At or near the end of the semester the
students come to the office to bring a record oftbe hours they have wodc:ed, to be entered

in their records.

Translation: Stg 6. Ideotjfyjna POtential sources of cbalJenae and SUJIKlIl.

The

challenge to the students is to function in a professional way in a new environment in a

new role. The only apparent support is the initial training and the availability of the staff at
the SERVE office during daytime working hours and of the training &cuIty member, by
appointment. A potential source ofsupport is the students' ongoing supervision and
connection with both the site supervisor and the institution, with the students and the

supervising classroom teacher, and with the students and &cuIty members or coordinators
ofthe SERVB program. Additionally, peer contact and support is sreatJ.y needed.
Prescription:

Ste.v 7. Reexamininl the aoaJ. The 8 - was re-examined to include

professional development in addition to personal development: discussions 011 student
development vectors should be ftamed within the context ofteacber preparation and vice
versa. Thought was also given to the creation ofa leamins community amons the

students within a facilitative process. where peers, faculty members and coordinators from
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the SERVE office would set to know ach other and possibly become a source ofsupport
to each other.
Step 8. DmiIni.. the jntervegtjop. The question became bow to have personal

development as well u proCessional development in an intervention. One way to achieve
that is by creatina a program that allows the students to create their own sense of
community and support for each other while adcIressina issues related to their lives as
college students aDd to their field of study~
The design of tile intervention therefore became intentionally structured group
(ISO) experiences. The activities in ISO's are pneraUy of two types: structured tasks or

exercises and reJatively unstructured or informal activities (W"mston et aI., 1988). The
structured exercises that were used were (a) an interactive survey of the vecton, (b) a

journal-writing lab and (c) a aoal-settiDg lab. The iDformal activities were shariDa
perceptio~

feelings or reactions to issues in education that students were experiencing.

In ISO's the &ciIitaton are responsible for keeping tile paup focused on the

stated purposes, for selecting the content addressed and the process utilized. In addition,
the learning that takes place is intlueaced by the interactions 8IIlODI group members and
by the group dynamics (W"UIStOn et al. t 1988). In the examination of the vecton, the

discussion was fiacilitatecl by the SEllVE coordinaton (the faculty coordinator and
researcher), modeling application of tile vecton to real-life situations so students miaht
begin to see how they misht do this for themselves.

A journal-writing lab was developed to encourage reflection; the joumaI also

served as a data source~ A goaI-settiDg lab was used to maximize student learning, to
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guide them in writina personal goals in an . . ofdevelopment within the vectors, and to

challenge them to write goals in a supportive environment. Every activity was intended to
provide the students with another tool to be used in their development wbile focusing
attention on the purpose of the study.
The intentionally suucturec:l groups were specifically planned to expose the

students to Cbickerina-. vecton, to eacouraae m.ir application aad amplitY Itu-':

learning through participation, to determine progress made on ~ to address concerns
and share experiences. The group was used as a support for one another and to
accomplish goals.
Practice: St. 9. Implementina the pilot. The pilot was implemented in the fiIll
1998 semester. During the SERVE training session at the beginning ofthe semester the

students were introduced to Chickering's Vectors ofDevelopment and were invited to
participate in the pilot which, they were tol~ would consist ofone workshop and two
discussion sessions during the &II semester. O£90 students who attended trainin& 37

students expressed interest in participating in the study: four attended the first workshop
(three female, one male) and two continued to the end of the third session (one female,
one male). Their participation and feedback helped shape the study conducted in the
Spring '99 semester.
Facilitators for the ISG were the &.cuIty coordinator and trainer for the SERVE
Program, a male graduate student from the Student Development in Higher Education
(SDHE) Program, and the researcher,. also a student in SDIIE and coordinator of the
SERVE Program. The goal ofthe ISG was tying together personal and professional
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development with content area, u well u the application ofvectors and creation of
community.
During the first sroup session, Cbickerin&'s vectors were re-iDtroc:Iucecl with an

ongoing exchanse among everyone present. The faculty member intentionally applied the
theory to relate the students' personal experiences to the vectors aDd poiDted. out their
connection and importance to teaching.

In the journal-writing lab, it wu explained that journals were for student use and

data collection, and would be kept confidential. Students were asked to write a journal
entry incorporating their questions, observations, and concems. Information in the journal

was used as a basis for writing personal goals. The goal-writing lab was presented IS a
discussion, involving the students. Students were he to take u much time IS they
wanted to write their goals.
The students kept their journal and were asked to hand it in at the end ofthe next
session for feedback. It WIS explained that the joUl'lJll was not intended to be a diary of

daiJy even~ but to be used to focus explicitly on their persoaal goals.

The group met two more times for three hours each time. Three weeks elapsed
between sessioDS. The last two sessions were relatively nonstructured and focused on
discussion of the students' cummt experiences and their sipificance in relation to
developmental vectors, and the students' propas towards the reaJiution oftheir goals.
Step 10. EyaJn'pna the pilot. Formative evaluations were passed out at the end
of the workshop and the first discussion session (Appendix C), and a summative
evaluation at the end ofthe third session (Appendix D). Formative evaluations are
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obtained during the course of a prosnm to elicit feedback which can be used. to improve

an ongoing ~ while a summative evaluation is completed. the ead of 811
experience. (Bogdan & B~ 1998).
StUt 11. Iledesjpina the intervegtjon. The pilot proanm provided information

that was used in the desip of the study conducted in the Spring 1199 semester. As a result
of the evaluation, the foUO'WiDa cbanaes were iI'Ic:orporated ill the clesip oftbe ItUCIy:

1. Students fiom the pilot prosnm shared their experiences with new students
when the invitation was made during training to join the study.
2. Materials on Chickering's Seven Vectors were made more concise by

concentrating the material from a handbook to a pamphlet style for easy reference.
3. The journal-writing lab preceded the goal-setting lab.
4. Discussion sessions were guided with more direct questions to be addressed by
the group.

S. Graduate students were used as recorders for disaassions in .groups not to
exceed six student participants.
The next section outlines the procedure used in the study.
Procedure

All subjects ofthis research were CSU Long Beach undergraduates in the Liberal
Studies Track I Program who were participating in the SERVE Program. Students ~
selected to participate in the study. The study was announced at the two SEllVE training
sessions in January, 1999. Of the two students who participated in the pilot, each spoke at
one ofthe training sessions about their experiences in the pilot. All students present at the
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training received a CIRI with the foUowina iIdbnnaIioll priDted on the fiont: "Penoaal and

Professional Developlllellt. SERVE ProIfIID, February 12 & 19:. 12:30-3:00 p.m.:. Main
Library, 5th Floor."
Group Sessioas

The initial sessiOIl was ofFered Oil two dates to accommodate the students'
scheduling needs. Interested students were asked to take two cards: one to keep as a

reminder, and one to tum in.with their name printed on the back and the date ofthe
session they intended to attend circled. Oil the face of the earel. Twenty seven students
expressed interest in the February 12 session, and aineteen in the February 19 session. A
letter describing the goals oftbe study and a description of the students' participation,
including the initial date and time oftbe activities involved, was sent to aU students who
submitted a card. A telephone call reminding students about the session was made three
days prior to each session. Students were not coen:ed in any way to volunteer for the
study. Ten students attended. the first session on February 12 and seven on February 19 in
a conference room at the main campus hbrary. AD sessions were video taped. Seven
posters, one for each vector, with a graphic and key phrases describing each vector, were

displayed around the room during each session.

Session Number Qnc, Luncb was offered. TIle first 30 minutes were devoted to
introductions and getting to know something about each other. Facilitaton for the
sessions were the faculty coordinator and. the researcher. On February 12, a male
graduate student &om the SDFIE Program also joined as co-&ciIitator. In a go-around,
students identified their place of S«Vice learning work and. faciJ.itaton their place ofwork.
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Students reeeived a packet ofmaterials developed by the researct.r: two consent
agreements, a pamphlet on Chickering's vectors, a goal-setting information padcet, goal
writing forms, a journal-writing information packet, a copy ofOe Acosta's (1995) journal
article, "Ioumal writing in service-leaming: Lessons ftom a mentoring project," a
notebook to be used as a journal, and a session evaluation form. The researcher explained
nature ofthe study, purpose ofthe group. and. the issue ofconJidentiaiity. The
participants filled out the two consent agreements (Appendix E). one to tum in to the
researcher and one to keep. The &cilitators then led a discussion Oft the vecton.
Throughout, examples ofpersonal experiences were given. first by &ciIitaton modeJing
and weaving in issues ofteacher education and student developm~ then by contributions
ofthe group members. The journal-writing lab set up the issues to be used for goal..
setting. The goal-setting lab focused the issues Oft the vectors. At the end ofthe session,
a fonnative evaluation was passed out and completed forms gathered. Both groups
agreed on March 12 as a date for the next (joint) session.
Session Number Two. Every student who attended Session Number One received
a reminder telephone call The groups from the two previous sessions were joined. A
total of 12 students attended the second session, held at the same location as the first.
Lunch was provided as before, and participants bad an opportunity to re-group and share
thoughts. A briefoverview ofthe session was given to the whole group, answering
inunediate questions, comments, and introducing two graduate students ftom the SDHE
Program as recorders. Discussion groups were not to exceed six members per group, one
graduate student recorder per group. Students placed themselves in two groups. The
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goal for the session was to tach the students bow to apply the vectors to their lives, to
belp them make the connections. While students were to work in small groups, the
facilitators were available for belp when neeclecI, wbea asked.
Norms were set among members oftile whole 1fOUP. In the first 20-minute
segment, students were uked to discuss the foDowiDg: <a> as a student [or as a teacher in

training] I've learned ... ; and (b> as a student [or as a teacher in trainiDs1 I still need to

learn . .. When the fiIciIitators became aware that students neared completion on the
discussion, the discussion was opened to the whole aroup to share individual voices or
group summaries. In the next 20 minute seplCIIt the students were asked to apply what

they had just discussed to the vectors. A second whoJe.aroup discussion foUowed, and as
that conclud~ students were asked to write in their journals and complete a formative

evaluation. Students were asked to leave their journals with the researcher, who would
respond to them and have them available to be picked up at the SERVE otBce the

foUowing Monday.
A note was sent to each oftile five students &om Session Number One who did
not attend the second session to summarize the activities of March 12 and infonn them of
the third session on April 16. Students were otrered the opportunity to attend a make-up

session on March 26 for the one they missed. None of tile students elected to attend a
make-up session.

Session Number Three. Lunch was served as in tile previous two sessions. The
session was held in the East W"IIII oftile Library, in a Conference Room. It was set up as
a culminating experience, 10 weeks into the semester. The group requested to meet as
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one whole group, and ODe recorder was present in .tdition to the researcher and &cuIty
facilitator. Participants had lunch and. coaversed 8IIlODI themlelves. The session began

with time set aside for journal writing_ The ceatn1 point of the discussion was the
students' goals, with dialogue on (a) experiences setting gOlls and working on objectives,

(b) application to the vectors, (c) which vectors were in question most often, and (d) what
that meant to them. Students were given an opportunity to give final reflections on how
they could apply what they leamecl and. in their dcvelopmeat IS a teacher. The fiDal
question posed to the students was what they would like to see bappen. next with the
group. The session concluded with a written summative evaluation and a celebration with
a raftle, group picture, and parting mementos ftom the researcher-a CSULB pen, phone

card., and certificate ofparticipation. The tacuIty member presented the researcher with a
book as a remembrance ofthe group experience. Students were asked to leave their
journals as the previous time, to be picked up at the SaVE oflice the foUowing Monday.
The students were invited to participate in individual interviews during the final
session. Of those invited, four participated in individual interviews (Appendix F).
D. . Analysis
The lens used for considering data in this study was that of student development.
Each of the readers was either familiar with Chickering's vectors or received a copy of the
pamphlet on the vectors used in the sessions.
Multiple data coUection methods, also known as triangulation (Glesne " PeshIdn,
1992) were used to contribute to the trustworthiness oflbe data. The foUowing sources
of data were compiled into a three-ring binder: (a) video tape tnnscripts of aU the
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workshops, including the pilot; (b) copies ofjoumal entries; (c) audio tape transcripts of

interviews; (d) written evaluations of tile sessions; and (e) a copy ofeacb student's
SERVE Program Application form for demosraphic information. Each oftive readers
received a complete data set and instructions for data bmdliDg. In addition, readers
looked for emerging themes. The readers were (a) a faculty member and thesis Chair; (b)
a filcuIty member and thesis Committee Member; (c) the faculty fiu:ilitator of the groups;

(d) the female graduate student who was a recorder for tile second worIcsbop; and (e) tile

researcher.
The original instructions to readers is in Appendix G. This set ofinstructions for

handling the data interfered with the readers' freedom to look for emerging themes and
think of the data as evidence ofajourney. As each one tried to comply, the "art" of
portraiture was being sacrificed. It was tedious IIId they became uncomfortable. When
the readers were allowed to identify the themes ofthe experiences before them in the data,
they were re-energized and felt better about their contnDution. At that point there wu
agreement OD the emergent themes among the readers.
From each ofthe data sources, data identified by the readers as emerging themes
and as pertinent to the research questions-{a) are students able to apply the vectors to
their own development in the field, in the classroom, and in their personal development?
and, (b) what process can be used to infUse the vectors into teacher preparation training

were included for analysis. There was agreement on the themes by all the readers.
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A folder wu used for each ofthe tbemes that bad been identified by the readers,
and each piece of data wu placed in the folder with a correspondina theme. This wu the
first attempt at bringing order to the insights ofthe readers.

In the analysis. attention wu given to the participants, sortin& for demographics
and watching for differences in the data that might be attributed to characteristics such as
age, gender, and ethnic background. The researcher was able to know who said what at
any time by the coding system. There were DO tbanes that emerged specific to a certain
subpopuJation. Themes are discussed in Chapter 4.
The initial structured dassification system and the subsequent emerging patterns
became categories of meaning. To get a clearer picture, two questions were considered
(Lawrence-Lightfoot" Davis. 1997): <a> do the themes resonate through the students'
language and institutional culture and do they illuminate dissonant threads? and (b> are the
themes useful in interpretation?
The students' own words named the themes. To determine which themes to
include in tbe whole, two additional questions were asked: what will the inclusion ofthis
theme add to the whole; and how does this theme relate to and infonn the other themes?
Exclusion ofa theme also occurred based on empirical grounds-lack of resonance with the
language and culture ofthe students or lack ofcorroboration throop triangulation.
The relationship among themes is important in portraiture to present a true and
"flowing" picture with unity and balance. Unity is achieved when there are no
indispensable parts: removing one wiD hurt the whole. Balance is achieved when each
theme bas equal resonance and sufficient evidence. And the "floW" is achieved through
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what is called "scaff'olding" ortbematic structure on wbicb the story can be built. To
check on the truthfidness of the picture, a "member cbeck" was performed: participants in
the study were asked about the accuracy orthe researcher's interpretations cIuriDa the last

group session. An answer of "yes, of course," was essential. Interpretations receiving a
"Yes, but ..." response were not included. Throughout the data analysis, attention was
paid to the discrepancies and the deviant voice.
Conclusjon

This study involves an intentionally structured JI'Oup of fourteen students in the
teacher preparation program at California State University, Long Beach. What transpired
during three group meetings was recorded. Additional data c:oUection-joumai entries,
interviews, and observations-took place with the same subjects during the same academic
term, the spring 1999 semester. The results oftbe study are presented in Chapter 4. The
chapter has three sections: <a) Framing the Terrain, which gives the context oftbe study;
(b) Themes; and <c) Discussion on Limitations and Exclusions.
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CHAPTEll4

RESULTS
Spending time with In intentionally structured group ofstudents participating in

the SERVE Program at California State University, Long Beach during the 1998-99
academic year is the basis for the understanding gained about student development
application in a bOeral studies service leamina program. Much IS it was intended to create
space for students to find their way, it also provided a new direction for the work ofthe
facilitators.
Students in the Liberal Studies Track I program are required to complete 120
hours of service leaming in elementary and middle school classrooms prior to graduation.

The SERVE Program provides uaining for the conege students who wiD be working in
the schools, and placement for them in the classrooms. The students receive training in
literacy skills and active participation strateaies. It is this uaining that was host to this
research study_
The purpose ofthis study was to develop an effective mechanism for infiasing
Chickering's psychosocial development model into training for service learning in teacher
education. The study was conducted to ascertain <a> if students are able to apply the
model to further their personal and professional development and (b) the best way to
implement the model in teacher education training. A component using Chickering's
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model was introduced into the tniniDa. Qualitative medaocIolol)' iaduding obs«vatioDs,
participant observati.oa, evaIuatioDs, journals. and inteniews was used.

This style ofn!portiDs is based on Lawrence-Lisbtfoot and Davis's (1997) method

of portraiture. It consists ofthe following sec:tiODS: FnmiDg the Terrain, Themes, and

Discussion on Limitations and Exdusions. 'fbrouahout, the intent was to give not just a
description ofan intervention and its results, but a valid expression oCthe group
experience.

FIIIIIina the Ten:ajn
The CoD. ofE4ucation
The CoDege ofEducation's mission statement is as follows:
The CoDege or Ec:Iuc:ation's IDIin purpose is to create and nurture a
learning and teaching colDll'l.lDity committed to exc:eDence in education
across the life span. We tbIfiII our purpose by:
• preparing professionals to be socially responsible leaders;
• engaging in research and scholarly activity which informs and improves
practice;
• valuing diversity as we work to achieve common goals;
• serving aad collaborating with schools, agencies, the community, and
each other;
• engaging in an inclusive process for planniJl8, communicating, workin&
and assessing our progress toward our goals.

The CoDege ofEducation has a Strateaic: PIanniug Committee with seven Stratesic:
Priorities centered on the preparation ofbigh quality professionals as pided by the
mission statement. In addition, the CoDege is paying attention to the chan&ing needs ofits
students. In the Spring of 1998 the Dean ofthe CoDep wrote,

The CoDege of Education bas experienced a . . . deal ofcbange over the past two
years. These changes have resulted in new and redesigned prognms, new roles
and responsibitities for &culty and statt: and a sipificant increase in the munber of
faculty and staf[ In order for a dynamic orpniarion to be effective, it is
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important and healthy to reguJarIy evaluate ourselves and our proJIRSS. Therefore,
I am forming an ad hoc conunitlee to review the organization of tile College and
prepare a recommendation for the stnacture of the CoUege.

The committee focused on "Service to Students" as the theme to JUide their work.
This was a time of assessment, ofgatberiug information and open discussions, ofphysical
and organizational redesign to create new settings for student learning to ICCOIIII1IOdate
welcome and support our new undergraduates, graduate students, faculty IDd stIf[

The Center for Collaboration in Education in the Colege ofEducation was created
in 1998 to provide a home base for students and members ofputnerSbip projects and also
to serve as a central office for issues on student development and programs requiring
collaboration. In addition, the Liberal Studies Program was incorporated into the College
this past year, for the first time bringing in undergraduate students to the College. The
face and faces of the CoUege are changing, with more contn'butors, more demands, more
opportunities to work together for a common cause, which is to improve what we do in
this field called education.
The Researcher
This segment is provided for the reader to understand the researchers point of
view in conducting this study and analyzing results. It includes philosophy on educalion,
personal history and role in the graduate program in which this study was conducted.
One fundamental assumption to my thinking is that education is the passageway to
a fruitful life. I align myselfclosest to the existential approach, believing that each person

has the freedom to choose how to respond to life's circumstances. Through re8ection a
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person can recopize the range of ~ ad choose a path that is meaniDafiaI and
fitifilJing. In essence, this descn'bes purposefblliving.
Education is essential to purposefUllMnl. Educ::atioa is achieved tbroup formIl
or informal instruction, tniniDl and personal development, acqujrinl knowledae and. skills

through meaningfW experiences. Tbis means tiki.., responsibility for one's own leamins
and becoming the architect ofone's life. All a person discovers her own way and who she

sees herselfiJecolniD& this fi:ees . . to the process of learning Uld making meaning.
Understanding the truths ofone's reality, releasing the inner self and connectins with the
outside world is my interpretation of "the truth sbaIl set you he." With that fi'eedom

comes growth, a desire to learn, to be conpuent, and experienc:e life to the tWIest.
Two beliefs to which I adhere are <a> the victim stance is not conducive to arowth
and (b) experiences that have no meani.., are invalid. While there are very real

environmental forces such as discrimination that can work against a person's fteedom to
reach her desire for a fiuitfi.d life, she must not stop reaching for it and finding new ways
to break down those forces. Educators and counselors are responsible to work for social

equity and to continuously question the purpose for experiences oft'ered to students.
Throughout my experiences as a learner and as a consumer I've seen many resources and
talent wasted because people did not ask the fimdamentaI questions, "Why?" "What do
you need?" "What works for youT' "What is important to youT' and then work with

that information to desip meaninatW goals.
As a parent of a child with disabilities who was being educated in a segrepted

classroom and fiJrther segrep.ted on the playaround in a small triangular area (sectioned
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off'by cbain-linked fencing just for her in the name ofsafety), I could not make sense of
the land ofeducation she wu receiviDg. Away &om our neipborhood school, her

experiences were disconnected from the community, and lessons that were not applied to
her life were meaninsless to her. She was not meeting her educationalgoais and the
school administraton were recommending placement to a yet more searegated
environment, to another school district. We as parents sought help fi'om a source of
knowledge on education: uaivenity professors. With their Issistance we worked with the
district administraton to introduce the first inclusion proBJ8lll in the school district so our
daughter could attend her neighborhood school. Finally free to learn amona her peers and
a teacher who was herself'a lifelong leamer-and who actually requested a change of grade
to have the oPPOrtuDity to be our daughter's teacher-our daughter met all her educational
goals midway through the school year.
The program in Student Development in Higher Education (SDHE) fWfilled my
needs to be in an environment where learning, personal development, diversity, and
community were not only topics ofdiscussion, but also modeled, taught, expected, and
fostered. In my view, the principles ofhumaD development taught in the program were
not restricted to higher education. I found that I could transfer what I was learning to my
personal life. What I was learning was also providing me with insights OD education and
vocabulary to use in communicating with school personnel as we continued collaborating
on the inclusion program.
As a student returning to my campus twenty yean after gradUlting tram the

College ofNatural Sciences and Mathematics, I felt awkward and unsure in my new field
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of study. FiguriDa out bow to fit in wu a daily preoccupadon for me. In the introductory
class ofthe SOlIE proanm I was exposed Cor the first time to student development
theori~

among them Cbickering'1 dewIIopmeatal veeton. With the awareness of the

vectors I understood what I was experienciaJ as an adult student, and bow my identity

was changing from scientist to student to couaselor. By applying my experiences to the
vectors I could make meaniDs ofwbat WIS happening to . . IIId with that undentanding I
could move on. to lam aDd develop in areas that were important to me. I was able to
apply the desi8ll of the SDIIE prosnm in a purposefUl way to achieve my personal goals.

In other words, I was using the program for my education, and I was a peace with myself
In the secoad year of the propam I began a two-year intemsbip position
coordinating the SERVE Prosnm in the College ofEducation as part of the Protege
Program. The Protege Prosnm offers half-time staffpositions to students in the SDIIE
Program at various locations on coUep campuses. Proteges are both staff members and
students with an Intentional Learning Plan. During the first year in an oftice, the protege
is there working, learning and observing, watchina for a way to make a substantive
contribution during the second year in the program. It WIS during this period that I began

taking notes and observing the students in the SERVE Program. The SERVE Program

was then in its third year ofoperation, serving over SOO students.
In my first few months in the SERVE office I noticed that while some students
accepted their placement as tutors in public schools and continued with their service
learning position in what .emed like a smooth and comfortable manner, others stlUgled
and postpOned their starting date at the schools. One critical incident happened with a
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student who was reassiped three different times to difFerent schools, and then asked to be
released from her commitment to SERVE until the (oUawing semester. When she
returned, confident and articulate, she shared with me what she had been experieDciDa.
She told me that she had been afiaid of going into a "mainstream school,,., that after Jivins
up her third SERVE placement she had gone to a school with a large Korean population
where her mend is a teacber-also Korean-to volunteer in her classroom. She exp~
Since we live in very diversity society7 people like me [are] kiDcl of scared. to go
into the mainstream, main schools, so I was more comfortable working with
Korean-Americans. Since I had that experience I'm not any more scared of
mainstream or working with other etJmic groups.

I asked the student why she didn't teU us that she needed a school with a
population ofstudents with a cultural background similar to hers, and she said that she
didn't know herself at that time what was causing her fear. This incident was critical to all
of us in the program because we thought we were already being supponive and sensitive
to our students' needs-yet something was still missing.
The foUowing semester I enroUed in a course on qualitative research methods.
One ofthe requirements for the course was an ethnographic study that included field
notes~

interviews and observational data obtained in an office. Since I was already

working in an office with access to students, I chose the SER.VE office for ~ study. As I
observed and listened to the students, their words resonated with me around Chickering's
developmental model. I had had success in my own journey as a student by using
Chickering's vectors, and it bad become my own orientatio~ so it was on my minet. I
interviewed the most vocal students who came into the office, since I felt they would be
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willing to talk lOme 1IlOl'e, and u they did 10 I realized that what they Slid did fit into the

areas oCtile vectOB. I coded the data usiDa pre-usiped codes based on the vectors
(Appendix 11).
As a result ofthat project I focused attention on the personal development of

students. I had read about the benefits of service laming and the positive outcomes Cor
the children who were paired with a tutor, but more was happening with the collese

students with respect to their personal development. What cauaht my atterJtion was the
connection oCthis phenomenon to the call put out to institutions to increase levels of
personal development u well as student learning (Kub, Douglas, Lund, & Kamin
Gyurnek, 1998), and particularly to student affairs practitioners to begin influencing

curricular and co-cunicular learning (Enders., 1998). AD oftbis pointed to a new
parameter in service leaming, that of personal development. I began to investigate how
the SERVE training could be expanded to contain a student development seameat-

The Co-Facilitator
I talked to Deborah, the Faculty CoordiDator ofthe SEllVE Program, about the
idea ofintroducina student development into the training model. She agreed without

hesitation. I thought it was unusual that someone would be so eager to add a new
segment to an existing piece ofwork. After our work for the study was completed I
asked her about it. and she said,
Part of it was that you believed in it so strongly, part of it was I believed in you, in
what you needed to do for your thesis, and our students ... our students definitely
needed something. It wasn't saini to lurt anybody. It could only help, and I
thought it would help the stucleats. We didn't know the format or how it was
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going to work, but the key thing was that here was • chance to do sometbiDa that
was different: there were DO pades at.tadled. 110 one was required to be ~ and
so it was a cbance to interact with studeats in a more humaD, more penoaa1leve1.
Deborah's backpouad ofworkina with new teachers, student teachers, and
emergency teachers had already liven her experience with the emotional aspect of
teaching. As the new professionals struggle with their beliefs on issues ofinclUlion,

inequality, equity in the schools, and the realjuOon that • teacher makes a difference in
these issues, it becomes very emotional for them.. As a field supervisor, Deborah held
seminars in her home with the students she superYised. As she reSected on the things the
students were strugting with, it seemed to her that they should have had opportunities to
struggle with some of that earlier thaa when they were in student teaching positions. That
was in part why the SERVE Program was started, and Deborah was one of the founding

members. She recalled,

SERVE was doing some good ~ but the students were sdIIleft alone to
struggle, and I never liked that. We had seminars, office hours, and a few would
come by, but I knew that we probably needed more ofan outreach ... then you
came in, and you had this idea, so it made perfect sense.
The idea for personal development made perfect sense to Deborah because she
was already providing a safe place for student teachers to talk about their experiences at

her home. As she guided them in discussions,. it bothered her that while she was there to
facilitate their exploration, students were not able to do that for themselves. In the VectoR

she saw a way that students could do that: "The vectOR is a way to classifY dissonance

and make it okay_"
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Who Deborah is u a person bas bad a peat influence on the outcome oftbis
study. She describes herself u a pure construc:tivist who works "way too DUch on
instinct." The instinct is that of a gifted teacher who loves to be creative in her work. In
tacilitating the intentionaDy structured IfOUP she was a natural at creating links between

their personal exploration and their professional development: "That's part of the

direction~

and I'm not the one to control that. I shouldn't control tbat."

Her respect for all persons, all students and their learning was nurtured in her
childhood home. Her &titer was a warrant officer in the army. Her mother was a coUege
educated teacher. Growing up in a military family in a UDion town she experienced at the
same time discrimination ftom the townspeople ancllife in a mixed neiahborhood in the
army base. "My dad SIicI, &You treat everyone with respect: Black, White, lled, Green,

Private or General, you treat people with respect.' And that made sense to me."
What didn't make sense to her was the exclusion, and that has affected her walk in
life. To this day Deborah says she resists any activity that to her seems exclusive, such as
sororities, groups that limit memberships, or church. In her first teaching position she
noticed some bungalows across the plaY8fOUDd that neither she nor her students knew
why they were there. When she found out it was for students who were de&( she invited
those students to her classroom during the periods of ut and P.E. That was twenty-four
years ago when inclusion did not have a name. Later when she taught Sth and 6th grade in
South Central Los Angeles, the students in ber dass "said tbank you to the cafeteria lady,
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got awards for helping each other, and they leamed ... they had been in other dasses and

had been in trouble, and they werm't in trouble lIlY more, and that bothered me."
R~ high

expectations Cor all ~ congruence and colJUlll.lllity are values

that drive Deborah. Even before she bad children, in teaching she knew that all children
are different and that all have different strengths. She saw her job as "fiDdins out bow
they could all shine." Deborah's oldest child is in a special education program and her
daughter is deaf: "People treat her differently and that's not right. ADd it's almost worse
for [her older brother] because he looks normal, and be's just a different kid." He bas

been treated badly at school. At

ho~

they are each treated as unique individuals. I believe in the concept of fiaimess,
everyone gets what they need. And [my children] will respect the &ct that people
have different needs at difFerent times. They will respect that. Otherwise, bow
will we survive as a society? I don't know another way.
With this study, for which she received no monetary compensation, she put all of
herself and her beliefs into it. She was totally devoted to the group and tbriIIed at the way

that the students were interacting with each other. As she got to know thenI. she knew
what to watch for in each one, waiting to see if so-and-so would speak, if another one
would listen, ifthey would support one another and challenge themselves and each other.
I was having my brain worldng first to bear what they were saying ... once I get a
sense ofi~ the brain turns off and the heart goes into overdrive: bow does it feel?
So it's almost a physical way ofchanging to hear what is going on. Sometimes I
don't look ... I listen differently to what they're saying.
Working with the group was fun and very hard work:, requiring complete concentration
and being one step ahead of what was happening. With a diff'ereat faculty filcilitator the
sessions will undoubtedly go a different way: it won't look the 5aIIlt\ and that is qkay, as
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long as the goal remains to help the students to claritY their own needs, goals, and
objectives. The &dIitator does not haw to have the ~ but the questions to move
them along.
LoyBeacb
Long Beach is a city that offers K...18 public education to students ofmany
di1ferent ethnicltes, cultures and languages. The city is home to the largest population of

migrant workers in California. The Long Beach Unified School Distric:t bas a DeW

majority population of820A with the following ethnic bacIqpounds reported in 1998-99:
Hispanic, 43%; Black, not ofHispanic origin, 200A; White, not ofHispanic orisin, 18%;

Asian, 13%; Filipino, 3%; Pacific 1s1ander, 2%; and American Indiln or Ala*an Native,
.4%. EnroUment has exceeded the 90,000 mark. The task to educate is great, indeed.

The cro....cu1turaI richness is rarely matched.
California State Uoiyers)ty. Lona Bgcb

California State University, Long Beach (CSULB) is largely a commuter urban
university with over 30,000 students. When CSULB was officially authorized in 1949 it
was called Los Angeles-Orange County State CoOege and was recommended for fimding

to serve Orange County and Southeastern Los Angeles County. Students in teacher
education come primarily &om these two regions. Within these regions there are very
aftluent areas, areas ofpoverty, and those that fiIJI in between; some have neighborhoods

with a mixture ofmany cultures and others are very homogeneous.

Students that enter the teacher preparation program come from many difFerent
places, and so they bring with them a variety of experiences, outlooks and attitudes
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towards education ancIlife itseI£ Almost all oldie coDeae students who set foot in a
public school classroom today express surprise at die cbanps in education ttom the time
they were in elementary school. Many have never interacted with a 3rd grader that reads

below grade level, a chiJd for whom Enalish is a foreign language, or a student with
disabilities. Their service leamina work in Long Beach schools allows die coUeae students
to walk for a while with today's urban children and pin insights that contribute to their

higher learning.
To find out what kinds ofexperiences have an impact on our coUeae ~ as
they finished their service assignment we asked them to voluntarily share one memorable

incident with us (Appendix I). The responses n:flected deep caring for the children with
whom our students worked, and first-band awareness ofsituations that affect the
education of a child. For example, our students bad experieac:es relating to
socioeconomic status, fiuniIy structure, a child's need for attention, English I~ and
students with disabilities:
There was no grass or field to play in. It is 111 just black top. You even bad to
cross the street to get to the cafeteria. All the classes are in bungalows. I don't
think I would have wanted a cbild of mine to go to this school. But the chiJdren
and teachers that I met were wonderfUl.
A six-year-old Afiican American boy came up to me and gave me a hug. He said,
"TbanIcs, daddy." The fact is that rm a Vietnamese and he's Black. It touched
me when I found out that he only lives with his mom.
. . . she walked up to me with the same book in her hand. She was a very quiet,
shy girl, and I thought it was interesting that she hardly spoke to me or interacted
much, but just wanted to spend time with me so I could read to herl
... the child did not understand or speak EnPsb ... At that moment I understood
how important it is to put biases aside and expect children to learn the same as
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other cbilclnn reprdless oftheir masteriDa ill the ..,....e that the class is beina
taught.

... a student in the class bad some brain damage &om. [a near.] drowDins IS a
preschooler ... Usually ... be would be unresponsive or would not be able to
grasp the point. I was having my UlUllIICk of success with my explanations,
however, I kept tJyina diff'«ent rnethocIs of iDstnaction. Suddenly, the light went
on in his head, and be breezed throuP the project. I learned that determination
and persistence pays great rewards for both the filcilitator and the student We
must never give up whert working with children.
In every case the student lamed a lesson that complements what is taught in the

college classroom fi'om a very personal vantaae point. A neigbbotbood, a &mily, a
mentor, a language, a disability-tbese, among others, became extremely real &ctors to our
students in relation to leaming. Some students also learned about the qualities they value

in a teacher such as having bigh expectations for all and the determination to reach every
student.

Subjects aCthe Study
The subjects ofthis study are students in the Liberal Studies ProIJl1l1ll who seIf

selected to participate. Seventeen in all, they unveiled their knowledge, feelings. insights
and wisdom through their interactions in the IfOUP sessions, their reflections both in

person and throop the journals. and their interpretation ofwhat was happening within
and around them. They became our guides, authorities, and knowledge bearers on the
needs ofa group of teachers in training.
Of the seventeen subjects (Appendix J), fifteen were female, two were male.
Twelve were traditional-age students (19-24 years old), one ofthem a male. Five were
adult students (29-48 years old), and also one of them was male. Of tile traditional ...
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studen~ six described their etbnic

backIJrouad as Caucasian or White, one as European,

three as Hispanic, one as Dutcbllndo- Afiican Ameri~ and one as WhiteIFilipino. Of
the adult students, four described their badqpound as Caucasian and one as Mexican.
The class standing for the subjects was as follows: 4 Sopbomores, IIUDion, and
5 Seniors. When asked to indicate knowledge oflanguages other than English, one
student indicated Spanish, two indicated "minimum" Spanish, and one wrote "two

semesters of signianguap." The remaininS students reponed "none." None of the
students indicated havinS disabilities. The permanent addresses of all the students were
within a 2S-miJe radius of the University: twelve in Los AnScies County, six in Onmge
County.
The students in the study received four hours oftraining consisting of literacy skills
and active participation strategies through the SERVE Prosram to be tutors to students
at risk. They were expected to provide academic support and serve as role models to
students with diverse cultural and social backgrounds. Sixteen were placed to work: in
classrooms in Long Beach public schools. One student requested to work: in a nearby city.
close to his home. These students will be more fiilly depicted as the emergent themes arc
described.

Themg
This line ofinvestigation infonns the developing portrait of the teacher in traininS
by intentionally involving the students in creating the portrait. In the p'Oup sessions the
students were free to lead the discussions in the direction they wanted to So. We the
facilitators danced "the dance ofvigiJance and improvisation." We subscnlJed to the idea
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of the "messy aDd Ullpl'edictable times" wbea. students open their ..... 1IId miDds in
processing and naMing meaning (Walsh, 1999). We experienced, as WIhIh did. that
"breakthrough came when we uked students to report on moments of meaning."

These results represent the students on a journey. The themes emerged based on
the students' experiences: their needs, their strugJ.es, tile relationships formed, the
significance and/or usefidness of the vectors. Everything that tnnspired was ceatered on

one underlying issue: their identity as student~ and riling new profeaionaIs.
Students self-selected to come topther to promote their penonalllld professional

development. During the first session they received an overview of Chickering's vectors,
a journal-writing lab and a goal-setting lab. Through these planned activities students

obtained infOnnabon about coOege students, about tile participants of tile study" and the
purpose of the group, which was to promote their own learning. Cbickerina"s vectors
were the framework for all the activities, planned and informal discllssions. The informal

discussions informed us on the students' journey.
Using the qualitative process, the foHowing themes emerged: (a> Dealing With
Emotions in Multiple Environments, (b) A Sease of Community" (c) The Vectors as a

Tool. and (d) Ownership of tile Process.
<1:t'5 real important for me to ........ my emotions": PpljPI with Emotjogs in Multiple
Environmentl

Each ofthe students in the study came with some kind of anxiety that throu&h the

sessions they came to "deal witb."" They came in overwhelmed and stressed. The
emerging themes focused on emotions related to being coIJese students iD.general, being
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involved in the service teaming environment, IIId sttua6ng with their level of competence

as teachers in training. The emotions were bigh as a result oftbe many obligations that are
part of a coUege student's life and the disso~ that is caused by exposure to new ideas

and situations encountered in service learning.
Emotions saturated all the themes. Students were fiustrated over not having
enough time to take care of all their responsibilities. They were afi'aicl to make wrong
decisions that could have luting effects. They were concerned about balancing personal
lives and coUege life. They were worried about money and relationships. They were
overwhelmed at the thought of embarking on a professional career. They talked about
feeling anxious and incompetent.. All of the emotions focused on their identity-who they
were, who they wanted to become, and who they were becoming.
Emotions Felt BeiDl a CoDge Student. The students told us very clearly what

it's like to be a college student: "There simply is too much to do." Working, course
deadlines, taking care of a family, social time, running errands, service leaming-there
simply are not enough hours in a week for students to take care ofit all in an unbwried
way. Students accustomed to earning excellent grades were in the position of not having
enough time to devote to their studies. As students spoke one by one in the group, others
nodded: they were feeling the same way. They were flushing out emotions among their
peers. Following is a representative contribution:

My emotions get so high-I've got to study for this test, I've got to go to this job,
and I get to the point sometimes where I get so fiustrated ... the previous two
weeks I was to the point where I wanted to give up. So it's real important for me
to manage my emotions. I guess a lot of it is anxiety and feeling incompetent.

.
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The students wrote about it in their ~ providing more _ormation aad

disclosing more about themselves early on. Whether it was a new place to live. a new
school, a new job, a new role, a new reaIity~ a new boyftiend, or a new jclentity~ there was

the common thread of something cliffcnmt that bid been aclded to their lives that caused a
feeling, an emotion. "'I've been uyiIIIJ to fiaure out just where I fit in here," wrote one
student. In one way or IDOther~ so were the other students in the 1fOUP.

Chickering (1996) identified cateaories offeeliDp: (a) far and anxiety; (b) user

leading to aggression; (c) depression, auiIt IIld shame; and (d) dysfimctional sexual or

romantic attraction. The feelings expressed by the students in this study correspond to the
first category, with fear oftile unknown and anxiety over tbiDp like tests, academic
stressors, relationsbips, and finances.

AIthoush Chickering pointed out that gender

differences exist in IIUInaging emotions, all the students in this study were sensitive and
susceptible to emotional involvement.
Emotions Felt Heinl in the Clauroom. While every student recognized the stress
and anxiety ofbeinl a coDep student, some wondered at the beginning ofour sessions

how being in the service leaming classroom could become emotional. As the semester
proaressed and they participated in the service 1eaminl environment, students witnessed
some realities ofurban classrooms that tuged at their hearts. They saw children with
great needs and realized their own limitations to help them: "How do you dHferentiate

who needs belp, and bow much time to aive to one cbild while aU the others need your
timeT'
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The students witnessed situations in which teachers were involved that they bad
not thought about previously. One case related to a parent's custody oftbe child, and
"both teachers locked the classroom doon."
Emotions were also stirred in taking on a new role in the classroom. This had to
do with the students' identity and with the relationships that they developed with the
classroom teacher and the elementary students. How they were received and treated by
the teacher, how they were accepted by the students, and how they perceived. thanselves
evoked emotions. They talked about not being comfortable in the classroom. feeJinB that
they didn't fit in. One student put it this way, "I found it very hard to become comfortable

in the classroom environment. I still don't know where things are or what the students are
like, or how to help them."

As the semester progressed, however, most students became more comfonable in
~

this area and enjoyed their work and interactions in the classroom. Whether it was related
to what they witnessed or how they fit in the classroom, being in the classroom was
emotional for the students.
Emotions Fek Over Competence. Students revealed their emotions related to their
sense of competence repeatedly. They worried not only about their performance in their
service learning work in the classroom, but also about their performance in the fUture in
their own classrooms. They felt the responsibility of having children entrusted to them.
Some were frustrated that they hadn't yet learned all the skills that they recopized in the
clusroom teacher. with wbom they were wotldn8. One student expn8I4ICl the ~t

afthe group:
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I feel like we're all feetiDa the same thin&- It'. just so much work, the
responsibility ... beause they don·t teIch that in school And in three or tour
years. wiD 1 be ready for it? People do this every day ... it·. just overwhelming to
me. It's just me IDd tIIem, and they're so wondertbI.
The sharing ofexperiences brouabt new pelspectives to the students about

themselves and what they were feeling. The faculty facilitator added to their leaI'IIina by
bringing to their attention that becoming a teacher i. a process: "'And

aueas what?

we're

not prepared. That's why we take baby steps. That's why we look and take sometbiDg
back to the classroom fiom our couneworkft
The portrait could not have begun without the background of emotions expressed
by the students every time we came together. The catesories were presented &om the
general view of a coDeae student's life to those specific to service leaming in education.
None of the students in this study felt neutral about their circumstanc:es IS a coD.
student. All had strong feeIinp about what they were experiencing and how much was
expected ofthem. Working with cbildren at risk in a classroom naturally evoked strong
feelings of care and concern, which, coupled with the newness of their service leal'llina
work put the students in 1ft emotional state.

"It was very ca1mina to know you're not the only ope"; A Sense ofCommunity
A major outcome of the students comiDg together was their reali_on that they

shared a similar competence level and experiences specific to the vectors. Thi.
identification and connection through the vectors fiamework is what was calming and
moved the students toward interdependence and developing mature interpersonal
relationships. Three &cton emerged around the sense ofcommunity that by the

lOS

conclusion ofthe study were saturating the data &om all the sources. They are (a) siftplar
experiences, (b) a safe place to be, and (c) people who care.

CommunitY Throyab smlar Egeriences. Students bepD to realize that they bad
something in common early in the sessions as they taIIced about their feelinp and
experiences. As they identified with each other they made connections-"Oh my gosh'!
You understand!! II"-which promoted collaboration and iDterdepend.ence.
Interdepend~

accordiDg to Chickering (1996), is about reciprocity.

comprOll1ise.

commitment to the welfAre ofthe community. respect, give and take, and fiiendsbips.
There was definite reaprocity and respect, and relationships bepD to be built. One
student summarized a session in her journal that illustrates the spirit ofcommunity ofthe
group:
Today we met in small groups. This was really helpfW. We helped each other
figure out some problems we were havina in the classroom and learned some tips
that might help us get the most out ofour SERVE hours. One of the bigest
things I felt was that we were all going through basically the same emotions,
problems. role confUsion-just to name a few.

While students shared similar experiences, they were at di1Ferent places in their
development, with difFerent philosophies on education and different anchor points that
define who they are. Students respected each other and appreciated the perspectives of
their peers and ofthe &ciJitators. Interdependence is also about becoming difFerent and
maintaining a connection (Chickering. 1969). In this way an indi:Yiduai grows and

develops her own taI~ and at the same time strengthens the group. The foUowing two
quotes illu....t. how ICIIChrIu UIOC'iated their ......... 10 that ofodIerI ill tile IfOUP: "It
was reaDy helpful to know that other people felt the same way about some ofthese
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experi~

but at the ..... time it was lito interesdDa to see what . . . cliffereat people

are at,.n and
It was very calmin" you know" to know you're not the only one ... to know that
people are goins tbroush tile same thiDa ... IIId just to see how they bandied it,
their perspective on life IIId experiences they're haviDa ... and to be able to put
that and say, "011, you know, let me try that, see ifit worb for me," or just &sten
and say, "AD right, [ feel better" because we're all going tbroush the same thina."
Interdependence involves sbariag and the appreciation oftile UDiqueness of others

and the contributions they briaa to the group (Cbic:kerin& 1969). The JP'OUp acted out an
interchange that was open, nurturin& and that led to relationships that formed a
community.

ColIUIJUIJitt in a Safe Place. The realization that the other members of the group
were undergoing similar experiences fiuthen:d our goal of creating a safe place where
students could explore personal issues and goals. By identifying with their peers, students

moved toward greater seIf.c:tisdosure with each progressive session. The sessions were
non-evaluative and in locations away from the education buildings, in areas of the b"brary

designated for workshops. The group norms inchaded no judgment nor negative
interpretation of others. Students appreciated the format and a sense ofcommunity
learning developed:

It feels really good to have a aroup ofpeople to talk: to. I thought I would feel
awk:ward, but then I rea1i:red that we're all in the same boat together. No one here
is judgmental or critical when we are discussing things. I found myseIfhaviDs a lot
in common with everyone else.
It is important to note that in every session the vecton provided the fi:amework. for
the discussion. Posters with a written and graphic representation of each vector were
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displayed during the sessions, and all ofthe vecton were invoked during one time or
another. Students would point to the posters as they conversed, with positive effects,
"looking for goodness" towards development. The foUowing two quotes are
representative ofbow students themselves described their interactions as enjoyable, open,
and together in their journey: "We were taUdng about the vector Moving Through
Autonomy and into Interdependence. We were talking about how we enjoy getting
together and sharing our experiences and feeling like we're not alone," IDd
We would all be open and we would talk about things that ... I remember,
especially on the last one, we pointed it out on the wall, &Hey, remember, this is
the vector.' I think as we went through them, you know, we were staying
together, and someone would say something and we'd say, &Oh, that's that
[vector].'
Community Amani Peogle Who Care. The community is built around the way
that people relate to one another. Clearly the way students regarded one another was the
primary element ofthe community. They listened, responded, challenged, supported,

encouraged, and gave feedback in a positive, respectful, and honest way. In addition to
bonding with their peers, some students expressed that knowing there are people who
care about them in the CoUege is important to them: "It's a good feeling that there's
people who care about me and are there to help. I know that when I get some skills and

am more ready, I'U be able to give back to someone else."
The idea ofgiving back to someone else is consistent with a caring community. As
the students appreciated the opportunity to first comect and then bond with other teachers
in training, they looked beyond the present to a time when they could support someone
else. The loyalty that began with the group was extended to the College ofEclucation,
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with students expressing interest in SUPPOniDa new students, otrerins to speak at SEllVE

ri.

trainings, and p8l1icipatins in fiature research being conducted in the CoDeae.

"The vectors were

go the marIt": The Yectoo U I Tool

Chickerina's Developmental Vectors represent a areal body of research on
students in hi"" education. In addition to having a secure place among psychosocial
developmental theories, the vectors can be used in an overt way to promote growth. For

to keep things in perspective, to apply to themselves and issues in their lives, and to use u
a framework for professional deveiopmeDt.

The

vectors as a Tool for Awanmess.

It was in the second poup session that we

asked the students to consider whether or not the issues they had been discussing fit iDto

the areas of developmellt U outlined in the vectors. They pined a new awareness by
being guided in this effort. They discovered that all of the issues that they bad been
discussing had a place within the vectors. The foUowing quote wu selected because it
illustrates a student's first cognizance of all that is incorporated in the vectors: "I am

amazed at how everything we discussed fit into the vectors and that we covered all of

them in our discussion.n
Students told us in different ways during the interviews what the encounter with
the vectors did for them: the vectors provided a ftamework for their questions, for
keeping things in peaspective, to anticipate what might come up in the future, for
narrowing thinSS down and categorizinl experiences, to clarify and Jive definition to
feelings. Students told us, "It seemed that the vectors were right on the mark,
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far as

understanding where we were coming ftom. the questions we bad ... they were WIY
helpful in terms ofkeepina tbinp in perspective, which is something that I try to work: on.

all the time." Also,"... it helped clarify and aive defiaitiOD to some things ... we want
to know what we're talking about, and with feelings it's DOt always clear," and,
"Everything sort ofcame together and I could just relax: and know it nwle sense."

This theme wound awareness emerged as the students who had come into the
group feeling anxious and overwbelm.ed felt the pressure diminish by simply uncIerstandiDg

what caused their feelings. Having a way to sort and express what they were going
through, and being backed up by human development theory validated their struggles.
The Vectors u a Tool for Aulication. Once students realized that the vectors

were not only valid in themselves but that they also afIirmed their present experiences,
personal application began to take place. In the latter half oftbe second workshop the
students began using the vocabulary provided by the vectors. Whether identity, emotions,
competence, integrity, or interdependence, students became more comfortable and natural
in their conversations pertaining to their development. The next quotes were seJected
because they show how students used the vectors in interactions with peers. In the first
quote, a student is assisting a peer in clarifying an issue by using the vectors: "I think
you're also struggling with identity. You were talking about your role, you weren't sure
about your role." In the second quote, a student describes her telephone conversation
with her girlfii.end on moving through autoaomy toward interdependence:

Last night I was talking to one of my girlfiiends just about, you know how you
just talk about everything, and we just started talking about that, moving through
autonomy toward interdependence. We talked about how at this age it's kind of
hard, we want to be so independent, our main goal is to be independent, but we
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want to be able to bang on to people still. I was teDing her, "Well, yeah, you

know, I have this meeting, I talk to them a lot ... and I finally feel myselfjust
moving past just wanting to do everything on my own with DO help. Now I can do
it on my own, but I need to get help, too."

Peers have the greatest impact OIl the development of coOege students
(Chickering, 1969). Therefore, to have the vectors used in conversation &moDg students

is of considerable significance to student development educators. When we asked the
students directly in the interviews if they used the vectors in their personal and
professional development we received more information. Application for them bad to do

with relevance to their service leaming work, gauging their developmen" braking things
down and classifYing experiences,

~assessment,

sharing, seIf-understaDding, and being

free to put whatever they wanted into it. Of the foUowing two quotes, the first one

represents a student's view of the vecton in the big picture ofbis life, and the second one

a student's application of the vectors to a particular area ofher life, her spirituality.
It's not specific to education, it's about self-knowledge and applicable to any part
oflife. I think that's a big thing because it's central to a person's development DO
matter what they do. I think it' 5 very, very excellent. It involves a lot of seIf
assessment and allows people to share.
To me spirituality is part ofmy life altogether, every day, every minute, so I think
using the vectors in the way that they were set up, for me they were right on ...
and so, even though it wasn't said, "Here's your spiritual side," I was able to put
what I wanted into it.
A student who has important issues to resolve and finds clarity through the vectors
can be viewed as putting practice to theory. A student who applies the vectors in a
productive way such as setting penonalloals represents theory put to practice. Students
in this study have experienced practice to theory to practice in their own development.
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The Vectors as I Tool for Profcpigpal DeyeIopnent; Vectors U Was Bom.
During our final workshop we asked the students what else they would like to see take

place with the group. 'I1Iey.wantcd the group to continue. As one student put it, " .. _we

already have this group relationship, we've already shared some ofour strugles and some
ofour goals and accomplishments. Everyone's ideas really helps ... everyone W1IIItS
something positive ... it's really helpfUl.'" They discussed bow often to meet, creating I
phone ~ and who would host the meetings. We offered support ftom the SERVE oftice
with scheduling and communication. The students already considered the SEllVE office

as their home base. They bad tim thinking of a name for the group and focusing on I
higher level of professional development:

There could be I Vectors I workshop where you kind of see the same problems
popping up over and over again, and you could have I Vectors U where it' 5 more
... on your career. Where you've gotten over that uncertain period, and you
already have your base set up ... since you've already developed your
competen~ and you've leamed the base ofhow to handle your emotions, and
learned the basis oftile vectors, then you could apply [them] to problems that we
have later in the field ofeducation.
The students wanted to continue meeting with their peers to work on their

personal and professional development. Chickering (1969) states that Uienclships and
student communities foster development along all seven vectors. A student's most
important teacher is often another student, and through relationships students learn to
communicate, empathize, argue, and reflect. Together they build respect and integrity,
share feelings and bave revelations of biases,

claritY values and purpose, and develop

mutual interests and plans. The group becomes an IIIChor and reference point, according
to Chickering. This bas been the outcome for the group in this study IS well.
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The students also requested the &ciIitaton to be a part of Vectors n. This is in
accordance with CbicIceriDg mcIlteisser' s (1996) assertions that relationships with peers,
faculty and advisors in small units .now for maximum participation and interaction, and
therefore learning. A good fit in a group provides support and involvement which leads to
less stress, conflict, and powerlessness. In addition, commuter students and students who
have greater family responsibilities, like some in this study, have greater cballenges to
build a community and form menclsbips. That is what the intentionally structured groups
have filcilitated for them.
Ownership oftbe Process
One ofthe questions ofthis study focused the process ofinfbsing the vectors into
teacher preparation. What was the students' reaction to the process? Were they satisfied?
Were they happy to be there? Were they actively participating? What was the effect of
the group, the usefialness ofthe journals, the benefit of setting goals?
Process: The Effect ofthe Group. The intentionally structured group affected the
students in various ways. The most obvious is the camaraderie among the students aDd
the understanding that the facilitators provided. Equally as important to the students was
the feedback they received from their peers and the &ciIitators and the links they made
between their service experiences and their college courses. The group cbaIlenged the
members to take responsibility for their learning and supponed them in their efforts. The
quotes that follow were chosen for the representative voice on the benefits of the group:
" ... to actually make acquaintances or mends," and " ... to have someone who
understands the background so you don't have to explain aU that." "The feedback is so
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important, that's why I came back," and "... ljust ItIrted. focusing on taking what I
needed to learn out oftbe class •.. This helps you to learn what you want IIld form your

own career."
The purpose ofthe group- was to create conditions for learning. Cbickering's
Principles for Good Practiee in Undergraduate Education (Cbickering" Reisser, 1993)

include student-fiIadty contact, cooperation unong students, active laming, prompt
feedback, time on ~ bigh expectations, and respect for di.vene talents and ways of
learning. Each oftbese principles were purposefiJlly incorporated into the sessions and
contributed to these students' development and learning.
Process:

Usefulness of the Journal,

Journals are used in the reflection component

of service learning. The journal in this study was intended as a tool for monitoring

.
students' self-awareness and for them to keep track oftbe prosress they made OD their
goals. Additionally, the journal provided another place for the students to express their
feelings and emotions ofwbat they were experiencing. AD students opened their hearts in
their journals. They praised themselves, acknowledged IIIist.aJces, argued back and forth
~d

resolved some dilemmas. Their entries showed us that they wrestled with

competence, relationships, autonomy, and identity. There were "aha" moments and
changes of attitude, humor and self-forgiveness, and appreciation of their peers. The spirit
ofdiscovery permeated every entry-irrespec:tive ofemotion. depth or seriousness as

students put into words sometbing previously unseen, unknown or unspoken. Here is one
example:

Growing up is a scary thing. Especially trying to figure out just exactly what I'm
going to do with my life-be an elementary teacher or aD O&M instructor. My
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ultimate JOII is to be 1ft o.tM iDstnactor. I pelS time wiD 0Dly tell. Actually DOW
that I thiIdc: about it, I eouId combiDe the two and teach at btiad schools. I tbinIt
always known this.

rYe

Through the journals students were IbIe to see the ehanps . . . . place in
themselves: "I thiDk I am going to be ok!!!~ They bad a place to record that
unforgettable, spontaneous success that reinforced their feelina

or competence or that

incident that assured them that teachins is the rigllt profession for them. For some, journal

writing was a comfortable task and they coulcl write with ease; others stnJggIed. All the
students aareed that the joumal-writina lab was usefUl. and that IIavins time set aside
during the sessions to write was important, IS that assured them of a minimum of tine

entries over one semester: '1:t was usefbl because rm DOt ajOUl1l8l or diary person at all
I want to be, but rm DOt." Whether "journal penon" or not, all students recognized the
value of reflecting on their experiences and writing about them.
Process: Goai-WritiJla. GoaI-writiog is such a personal and incIividl.a1ized
activity, both in style and scope, that every student handled it differently. None orthe

students had ever participated in a pided activity for writins goals before coming to the
workshops, and not one came in knowing how to write JOIIs and objectives. All students
were in aareement on the value of setting goals, and goals were at the heart ofevery
workshop. For some students,. goals represented a road map in the personal development
process: "It's showina where you want to go.~ For others, goals had a motivational
effect: "Sometbinl to prepare for," "Something to look forward to." For some students,
goals moved them to becoming more intentional in their leaminl: "It also has chanpd my
focus orobservation, so when I look at the damoom I try to see as mucb as I can all the
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different perspectives that [the teacher] bas to contro~ and tty to think, ~Wbat would I

Students began with a description oftheir current performance in one or more
vectors and defined the level ofchange they desired. This led to defining and sequencing
objectives. Following is a representative example:
I chose the vectors interdependence, interpersonal relationships, and managing
emotions ... I feel really lost ... with my couneIoad I haven't tat. the time to
meet people on campus ... this is the first time I've taken. to get into activities and.
that sort ofthing ... my goal is by the end of the semester to have a support
network and resources to provide help when it's needed. My objective is to try
and meet other people in similar situations as myseIfby coming to workshops ...
and another objective is to find teachers to serve as role models and mentors
through the SERVE Program.
One of the advantages ofgoal-setting for the students was pining clarity about

tbemselves and their needs. With that knowledge came purposeful training, "knowing
inside what I was working OD," and sorting out the important trom the unimportant, "I
haven't been stressing as much." Whether employed as a formal commitment or a way to
focus. setting goals encouraged discriminating behavior and growth.
The community that was created by this group ofleamers became a meaningful
part of life for each of us. At the start of the third session, one student summarized it like
this:

This meeting will hopefi.dly wrap up all ofthe other meetings, ideas and hopes.
These meetings have been very beneficial to my growth as a student and person.
My schedule has been very hectic and. fiill and yet I still make time for these
meetings. During my week I look forward to these meetings. The best way to
descnbe [them] is to say they are like a sigh after a long day. It is necessary and
imponant but also rejuvenating and it just feels good.
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The important outcome oftile process is tbat die pll'ticipants and the &cilitators

considered themselves part of a new community ofleamers. We all came together to learn
by personal choice. One stud. commented, "I think it would ruin it ifthere were people

here who did not want to be here. The best thins about this is that everyone takes time

out and wants it." And IS we learned &om and with each other, we added to our
interpersonal and professional skills. The faculty facilitator pointed out, "the fact that you
were all interacting 10 honestly IDd openly was. absolutely amaziDg. I hope you felt IS
good as we felt watching you III."
Often there were no answers to tile questions. In filet, more questions were raised.
So the students wanted more time together, desired more exploration, and brouabt up

possibilities for further discussion.. They found within themselves a new appreciation for
the depth ofthe teaching profession and excitement in the process ofbecoming a teacher.

IJmjtatinM and ExciusiOllJ
Limitations

There are several limitations to this study that must be taken into consideration.
First is the fact that students se)f:.selected to participate in the research. Therefore, one
could argue that these students were already looking for a way to enbance their
development and were predisposed to do so.
A second limitation is related to the demographics ofthe teacher preparation
program: representation of students &om difFerent class status was not inteDtiODllly
pursued. The group formed on its own and issues related to lie, cultural influences, dus
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standing, and gender were allowed to sur&ce naturally ad addresIed u pillS_eel in the

discussions.
Another potential limitation are the effects of this time in history. The end of the
millennium might contribute to increased nftection and questions of integrity and purpose

among students. Likewise, the cbanges taking place in the field of education and.
specifically in the CoUege ofEducation may have had an int1uence on the students to be
more awar~ more inquisitive about issues" and. more involved in their education.
A fourth potentiallimitatiOll is that all oftile data are seJt:.reported. While we have

no reason to believe that students were not honest in their responses or participation in the
sessions, in their journals or in the iDtentiews, individuals naturally have difFerent points of
reference from which they respond.
A fifth limitation is not knowing the rcuons that three students participated only in

the first session. The students were contacted by mail and two did not respond. One of
them sent a note to the SERVE 0t1ice indicating her interest to rejoin the group the
following semester; however, she did not attend tbe first session of tile FaD '99 semester.
All ofthe students were invited to continue with tile group.
Exclusions

In deciding what to exclude fi'om this portrait the major consideration was how the

parts contributed to the research questions. The quesaion was, "What will the inclusion of
this theme add to the whole that is not already apparent &om the themes selected?" Data
was excluded when it didn~t add to the stoty or when there was insufIicient student voice,

such as information on learning styles or personality types.

III

This chapter COIltIIiDs the results of the study in tile style of portraiture. In tile first
section, the foundation is ftamed with information on the CoD. . ofEducation, on tile
researcher and the faculty fidIitator, on the school mel UDi:versity environment in wbich

the students work mel learn, mel on the subjects of the study. The second section presents
the themes fiom data pthered. with the subjects in an iDtentionaJIy stnactured 8fOUP. The
themes are: <a) Deal... with Emotions in Multiple Enviromnenta; (b) A Sease of
Community; <c) The Vectors as a Tool; mel (d) Ownership of tile Process. The &nal
section consists ofa discussion OD IiIIIitations mel ex:dusions.
Chapter Sis a discussion of the findings oftbis study. A briefoverview of tile
purpose of the study and the questions asked is given, foDowed by a discussion of tile

results as response to the questions. ImpIicGons for teacher education and student afWrs
are discussed and recommendations for the professions of student Iffairs and teacher
education as well as for the SEllVE Prosnm offend. Ideas for fi.uther research are
given.
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CHAPTERS
DISCUSSION
The results of this study showed how a group ofpreservice teachers, given
guidance and support in the areas of student dcvelo~ proceeded to mate meaniDa of
their experiences and manage particular developmental tasks. Their journey adds to our

investigation of bow students' psychosocial development contributes to their ability to live
and work in a multicultural world. This chapter will seek to discuss the findings ofthis
study. Implications for teacher education and student aI.Dirs will be discussed and
recommendations for the professions ofstudent atfairs and teacher education, and for the
SERVE Program will be offered. The chapter will conclude with ideas for further
research.
The Study and Questions Asked

The purpose ofthis study was to develop an eff'ective mechanism for infUsing
Chickering's (1966) psychosocial development model into training for service learning in
teacher education. The idea was to make avanable to students a body ofknowledge that

bad been gathered about the development ofstudents in higher education and see ifthey
would be able to apply that information to fUrther their own development. Along with
that challenge it was important to provide support. Therefore, students were invited to

become a part ofan intentionally structured group in which they would have the
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opportunity to interact with peers aad find JlIidaac:e &om professionals in eclueation IIICl
student af6Iirs.
The questions that were asked were:

siven training in ChickeriDa'. deYelopmentll

vectors and support fi'om peers and professionals, (a) are students able to apply the model
to tiJrther their personal and professional development? and (b) what is the best way to
implement the model in teacher education training?
Apswers to llesgrch OuestiODlIIII Other fipdjop

This section wiD address the questions of the study. The steps the studeats 80
through as they enter the SERVE Prosram will be discussed first. Because of the

researcher's orientation.in student development and the focus oftbis study on
Chickering's developmental vectors, their experiences were considered throuab this lens.
Answers to the research questions will CaRow.

Students entering the SERVE Prosram are seeking to develop competence in the
service learning classroom. This produces strong emotions, as they strugle with their

identity as students and emerging new professional.. They feel they should know how to

behave in the urban classroom and take care ofsituations on their own, they are atiaid to
approach the classroom teacher for direction, they struaJe with their role of student or
teacher or both, and question the relevance of the "extra work" of service leaming to their
goal of graduating. The issues in the SEllVE students' lives are addressed in Chickering's
vectors ofdevelopment: developina competence, manaaing emotions, movins throup

autonomy toward interdependence, developing mature iDterperscmal relatioaships,
establishing identity, developing purpose, and developing integrity.
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Each of tile students in the study pw evidence oldie first cateaory offeelinp
identified by Cbickerina for coUeae students. 1'beIe are fear oftbe UIIkDowD and anxiety

over things like tests, ac:ademic stressors, relationships and finances. In addition, these
pre-service teachers were placed. in urban classrooms for that "intimate ancl necessary"
relationship between experience ancl educ8tion.. Their service IeamiDg was iDtentionally
designed to affect their formation of attitud~ contribution to society, ancl penonal
growth, and it required iDteIlectual aDd emotional invoIvemeDt.
When the students entered the urban classrooms they were in situations that were

new to them. They struggled in their respGlISCS with their existiDg lepertoire of skills. An
intentionally structured group was formed to support the reflective component ofservice
learning. The purpose of the group was to facilitate the students' understanding, learning
and growth through these experiences and to prepare them for fbture experiences with
deeper and broader issues.

Students' APPlication ofCbickerina's J>c.yeIopmental Vectors
What evolved first in the group sessions was a flushing out ofemotions centered
on identity. These were emotions the subjects felt being coDege students, being in the

service learning classroom, and also over their competence. Students were overwhelmed.
The &cilitators acknowledged the students' feelings and were overt in die learning
process, asking students to apply their experiences to Chickering's developmental vectors
and simultaneously relating them to the teaching profession.
As students began to notice ancl u it was pointed out to them that they were not

alone in their feelings, a sense of community began to form. They came to realize that
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they shared a sinlar competfJDCe level and experiences specific to the vectors. Tbis to
them was very calmjn. aad moved the studeats tOWlRls interdependence IIICI developiDa

relationships, which fiuthered our aoaJ. of cn:atina a safe place for exploration IIICI
re6ection. A carina COIIUIIUDity wu built.
The vectors were central to all the poup sessions . . . discussions through the

guidance of the facilitators. By the second session the students discovered that all ofme
issues they bad been discussing bad a place within the vectors. W.. .t h that awareness,

students began to use the vectors u a &amework: (a) for their questions, (b) for keepina
issues in perspective, (c) to anticipate what misht come up in the fUture, (d) to classify
their experiences, and (e) to claritY their feeIinp. The theory validated their SbUgies and

With affirmation from the vectors IIICI &om the IfOUP, the students began applying
the vectors to their experienf:es. They used the vocabulary provided by the vectors in
conversations within and outside the group. They cbaJlenpd aad supported each other in

areas outlined in the vectors. They used the vectors for reftcetion to puge their
development and make meanina of their service learning work. They proposed continuing
to use the vectors fiamework in their professional development and named the sroup

"Vectors n," planning to address fUture experiences in their preparation program.
By gaining awareness ofareas that needed to be addressed in their lives through
the knowledge of the vectors, students in this study were able to apply the vectors to their

personal lives and their field of study. Students went &om passive to purposefUl Ieamers
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by using the vectors as a fiamework for reflection, for setting persoiIal ~ and for
supporting each other.
The interaction with others 'Within a student development ttamework was key in
the development of the students. The safe environment aJIowed for growth and change to
take place. As students felt tree to express their f'eelinp, interpersonal communication
increased, as did their capacities for passion and commitment to their purpose.

Implementina the Model in Teacher Education
The rapid changes taking place in education and continual learning and shifting

that is expected ofteachers is a cba1Ienge that requires attention and support. In teacher
education at CSULB, service learning is designed to prepare students for the cba1Ienges of
the profession and to move them along their development as socially responsible leaders.

As discussed above, students were able to apply Chickering's (1963) psychosocial
development model to their own development with guidance and support trom their peers
and professionals in education. The results showed that personal contact, self-explorabon
in a non-evaluative setting, and sbaring experiences in a community of learners was key to
the students' growth. Creating intentionally structured groups where students are able to
address their needs in a safe environment is one way ofimplementing the model in teacher
education training.
The safe environment ofan intentionally structured group where group norms
include confidentiality made it possible for students to grow. The first d'ect ofthe group
was bonding with peers and professionals. The students were able to sbare experiences
and obtain feedback, link them to college courses, and think about their (the students')
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purpose. Members of the sroup-the subjects oftbis stucly-cballenaed each otber to take
responsibility for their Ieamins and supported one aaotber in their effbns. Conditions fbr
leaming that were intentioDaIIy created include studeftt-&cuIty contact, cooperation
among students, active learning, feedback, time on task, hialt expectations and respect for
diverse talents and ways oflamina.

Students kept an interactive journal with the researcher. The journal provided

place for reflection and feedback. It WIS a tool for discovery as stucleats put into words

something previously unseen. unknown or unspoken. Throualt the journals students could
foUow and appreciate their growth.
None of the studeats had previously received guidance in writina personal pals

and objectives, aIthoualt they bad been asked to do so at some point as part oftbeir course
work. Students used their goals-written to stimulate development in one or more areas of

the vectors-as a personal road map, for motivation, and for a focus to their laming. The
process ofgoal-writing gave them clarity about themselves and their needs, and
encouraged intentionality in their actions.
Students who participated in the study came to attain a sense ofbelonging in the
CoUege. for tel10wship among peers, fbr stuclent-&cuIty contact, fbr support and fbr
personal growth. The intentionally structured groups provided the means to <a) create a
smaller human-scale unit in a large institution for student involvement and participation,
(b) for a faculty member to give attention and be a role model to the students, and (c) fbr

addressing personal development issues.
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Other Figdiop

Ofthe many lessons leamed. throuah this study, the fODowing staDel out: <a) for

out-of-classroom leaming to take place, aJlowing students to develop their own struc:ture
worked; (b) students value the stucIent-aftilirs.aeademic afIiIirs team approach; and (c) a
project that has student success IS its focus promotes collaboration. In order for students

to be free to explore, interact, reflect and thereby I~ they must be aDowed to do just
that. Students expressed that ifours. bad been sessions with timed restrictions or regulated.
discussions they would not have continued their participation. These sessions were
worthwhile to them because they were theirs to lead in whichever direction they found it
meaningful. Our student afliirs-academic affairs team expanded the students' learning
opportunities as personal and professional development themes and issues were woven
into the discussions. The students specifically told us that this "facuIty-counseior mixture"
was important in their group experience. And finally, the tact that other tacuIty members

and professionals in the College ofEducation were interested in contributiDg their ideas to

this study points to their wiUinsness to coUaborate in an "activity which monns and
improves practice."
Implications for Teacher Education IQCl Student AfIiim
Implications for Teacher Education
People a1fect people, and peers and tacuIty are the top two influences in a coOege
student's life (pascareUa & Terenzini, 1991). Students in this study have demonstrated

that they will invest extra time in their education, take responsibility for their learning, and

go out of their way to interact with peers and tacuIty. Out-of-dassroom laming is
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monumental to students beiag cbaIIenpd in.

savice........ By

being supported in.

coDStIUcting meanina iDdividually IIId ill JfOUPS, studeats in this study went fi'om passive

to purposefUlleamers and worked towards fialftDiDa their needs for development. Ifwe
hope to graduate students bavina a broad penpecdve oftile tacbing proCession to bindle
the realities oftodays dassrooms, the sessions that have been described here provide one
way to work toward that goal We should not expect that aU students wiD be able to do
this on their own..

The results also show tbat students have fears IIId anxieties over their identity and

pre-professional preparation. Knowing what emotions can be predicted can assist
educators in creating conditions for Ieamin& both in IIId out of tile classroom. This is one
example ofhow student development theory can be applied to enhance learning.
Implications for Student A"ijp
Student development educators have a role in out-of-cJassroom leamina in teacher

education. In service 1eamiDg traiDing there exists the opportunity to promote personal
development in the education of the whole penoa IIId to draw in the interdependent parts
ofinstitutional objectives, stucIeDt..&cuIty relationsbip~ the curriculum.. teaching,
communities, student development propams and services, and educationaUy meaninsfia1
environments. Our field is rich with Iaaowledge and wisdom in aU of these areas and doors
are opening for student afI8irs professionals to make salient contributions to the education
ofthe whole student in partnership with faaalty.
In tlUs study, workinl aloapide a faculty member bas tIUJbt me the importance of

consttuctivism, the impact that best practices in telChinl bave on student development,
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the whole. When two persons who have expertise in a different but related field in
education combine their knowledge, personalities, 8Ild talents they

can: <a> learn about

another field ofstudy, (b) increase their repertoire of slciUs, <c) inform one another on new
ways oftbinking, (d) become "reflection partners," (e) model coUaboratioa, (t) support
one another emotionally, (g) share responsibilities, (h) capture moments ofleaming that
the other person might have mi~ (i) see the same isa&e through another lens, ill double
the number of people who know the same students personally and are available to the
students outside the classroom, (Ie) challenge each other to learn, (I) present at
conferences together, (m) create a new programllessonfmtervention like it's never been
done before, and, (n) have a fiiend. Of course the list can go on. The potential that a
student affairs-academic affairs team has is magnificent: we challenged each other to do
more, learn more, and become better at what we do.
This study also shows that intentionally structured groups can be powerfW in
connecting classroom learning and field experiences to student development. The
significance lies in the intentionality of the group, the fact that there is a goal for the group
as well as personal goals for each member. Just knowing about a theory does not
guarantee application by either the professional or the student. Ifwe want students to
take responsibility for their learning and their development we must do our share to guide
them-to build layer upon layer, using proven strategies and always remaining grounded in
theory.
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Making overt the theories we use in an educatiOMl settins to the students bas two

effects: <a) it empowers the students and (b) it aWes them information about our role in
higher education. The students in this study were DOt only empowered to UIe the vectors

as a tool in their development, they also moved in their development by creadna "V_on
II", their idea of the next steps in personal ad proCessionalll"owth of tile origiaal srouP

members. In Fal '99. one semester after the completion of this study, sessions for
"Vectors I" (for new students) and. "Vectors ll" (for COIlli..aiag ISG members) are taking
place at the request of the students. Also at their bidding continues the facuIty-student

affairs professional team. offiacilitators. The origiDal ISG members speak about their
experiences and learning at .-vice learning training sessions ad

lIDO" their peers, IDCl

so the nature of our work becomes recopizable IDCl intriguing to 0Ihers. This should lead
to increased cross-fimc:tional coUabontive partnerships and continued student
participation.
RcconugendatioDl

Recommendations will be given for student affairs professionals, for the field of
education, and for the SEllVE ProJlllllL

Recommendations for Student Affieig Professignals
Taking an active role in shaping educationally meuingfbI environments is the job
of student aft8irs professionals. Tbey should be overt about what they do IDCl why, to
engage students and coUaborate with others in creating • "learning orpnization."

Through coUaboration the message IGes forth that no one has all the answers ad that
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working together professional. lam with .... fiom each other. Colllbonltion builds
community into the process.

When designing an intervention, propam or service that affects students,. the
student voice in the planning stages is essential: students are the experts on their needs.
Listening to the tacuIty voice provides student affairs professional. with another
perspective on the cllarxteristics ofacademic programs and the clusroom environment.
Student affairs professionals sbouId have an understancIing of the impact of
teaching on student development and vice vena as they partake in the education oftile
whole student-both the inteUectual and affective areas ofher life. They pin that
understanding from collaborating with faculty and involving the students.
Their role as coUaboraton with faculty is to identify areas where they can be
partners. While recognizing the importance ofinteUectual and emotional maturity, student

affairs professionals may be doing 6tt1e to "intearate student development into the
educational experience." They must take the lead in providing opportunities to work with
faculty, to create avenues oflearning together, where theories, models, strategies and

interventions that exist to promote student success may be shared. Just as aff'ective and
cognitive development are undeniably linked and work to enhance each other, so are the
professions ofstudent afti.irs and academic affairs.
Intentionally structured groups serve as one example of ways to work together
with faculty. Groups that are focused on a partiwJar professional field such as teaching

should have at least one member ofthe &.cilitating team from that field. The faculty
member is the person who connects the issues to the field, wIile the student development
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outcome ofsuch a partDenbip may be &cuIty members fiadm, ways to apply student
development theories to their teachins'.
R~.tions Cor the Field off.ducatiOO

The results oftbis study point to two recommendatioas, that from a student
development view would transform students' lives and thereby contribute to the greater
gooeL The first recommeadatioa. is to iDstitutioaaIiz "vaIuiaa the stucIeat," meaning
building into the curriculum, into student pro........ and services within the field, the
elements that promote student success, that pay attention to the individual needs of

students, and that purposefWly develop socially responsible leaden. It is dear from the
results oflhis study that some students need IDd want guidance ad assistance in their

personal and professional development.
The second recommendation partially fi.dfiJls the first, and that is teadling from the
heart: the kind oftaching that the tacuIty filcilitator modeled, where "the brain turns oft'

and the heart goes into overdrive," where the instructor is so in tune with the students'
learning that "it's almost a physical way of changiDg to hear what is going on" and she
asks herself: ·~ow does this feel?" Teachm, &om the heart goes in the direction that the

student is learning, not down the pap of pre-typed notes. Teaching from the heart takes
courage, hard work, knowledge ofstudents, reprd, active IisteniDg IDd respondin& and
not having the answers but the questions to move students to a
and learning.
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hiaher level of thinking

Entering into both the intellectual and atrective areas of the studats' hes and

encouraging human development in the process ofbeins a teacher is the cbalJ.enp to
teacher educators. This involves listening to developmental peaspectives and coIIaboratiDg

with student affairs professionals to integrate student development c:ompeteacies into
academic programs and courses. It also means enhancing personal knowledge and

competencies in student development.
Recommendations for the SERVE Promm
Based on the data tiom this study, the foUowing recommendations are made to
promote the SERVE Program's orientation in student development.
Training. The SEaVE training was originally designed to chaIJenge the students'

beliefsystel1l.y to bring up issues of identity, and to confront the emotions evoked by the
experience. Chickering's vectors ofdevelopment provide a fiamework: for such a training.
The vectors should be incorporated into the training. In addition, students who have gone

through the program should participate in the training to contnbute what they have

learned through the experience.
Placement. Students should be assigned in pairs for their service leaming

placement. Having one peer who sees the same environment from a different perspective
would enrich the experience for both: they could discuss their experiences and enhance
their learning. Students' individual requests for special placement in schools oftheir
choosing should be considered from a student development perspective: bow will this

benefit the student?
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SY,pllOrt. Students IhouId be supported in a plattaed manner during the semester.
At least one opportunity to meet with peers IIlCl faaaIty should be otrerecl to III

Additional faaaIty-student development fieiJitator teams should be trained and avUabIe as
needed.

The SEllVE Prosram office should be run to promote the development of the
students and to meet their needs (i.e.,. knowing that students are overwhelmed IIlCl

anxious u they begin their service le&l'lliD& adjustments sbouIcl be made in the SERVE
Program office as needed to fiacilitate communication, services IIId attention to students).
All staff in the oftice shOUld receive trainiDa based on student development principles and

have an opportunity to review and discuss the results oftbis study.

Collaborative Partnership. School teachers participating in the SERVE Program
. partnership should receive iDfbrmation on Chickering's vecton and how they relate to the
college students to whom they are mentors.
Advismy Group. A group consisting of students, faculty members. teachers and
student a1fairs professionals should be Conned to guide the proaram with consideration to
multiple perspectives.

Future Besearch
Service learning, partnerships,. and education offer endless opportunities for
research. Questions for fiu1her research sugested by tbis study include:

1. Case study ofone student: what are her experiences,. ftom service leaming to
classroom teacher?
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2. Longitudinal study on the subjects oftbis study locusi,. on their penoaaI ud
professional development: what kiDd ofteachenlladerslmenton did they become?

3. Large scale study: will similar results be obtained with alarpr sample of
students? with students who are required to pm1icipate in such an inten;ention? with
students across multiple tadter t:rainiJIg programs?
4. How do student development educaton set their own leamins Soais and
objectives?

s.

What personal or professional attributes offiK:ulty members contnbute to

collaboration with student developmem professionals?
6. What are other possible partnenbip models for student Iftairs-academic aftiirs
professionals?
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APPENDIX A
CmCKERING'S SEVEN VECTORS OF DEVELOPMENT
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ClUCKElUNG'S (1969) SEVEN VECTORS OF DEVELOPMENT

1. DEVELOPING COMPETENCE
Increase in intellectua1, pbysicallDd manual skills as well as interpersonal sIdIls.

2. MANAGING EMOTIONS
Acknowledging f~ inclucIiDg positive feelings; exercising self-regulation.
3. MOVING THROUGH AUTONOMY TOWARD INTERDEPENDENCE
Problem solving ad ~su1Iic:iency; responsibility in emotional ad instrumeatal
acceptance; recognition and acceptance ofiDterdependenc:e.

4. ESTABLISHING IDENTITY
Seeing self in historical context, self through roles, self through others; gaining
self-acceptance (body, sender) and personal stability.
5. DEVELOPING MATURE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Tolerance and appreciation ofditferences and capacity for intimacy.
6. DEVELOPING PURPOSE
Establishing vocational plans, personal interests, and commitments to fiImiIy and
others.
7. DEVELOPING INTEGRITY
Humanizing and personalizing values and developing congruence.

Developed by: Hilda Sramek
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COLLEGE INTERN EVALUATION FORM
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esu Long Bach SERVE Program
(Senice Experiences for Re-VJtalizina Education)
A CSULB-LBUSD EducatiOllll PIII1DerShip
COLLEGE INTERN EVALUATION FORM

laHNmne _________________________ rmRNmM ________________
CSULB Program. ______________ School Site _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Eng. J09/SERVE)

ReportiDa Period: (FlSpISw'l..er) _ __

Tolallfaals CamplIt.rd: 1-40 _41"'0 _11+ _

NOTE TO TEACHERS: Please rail die ~ coacemia.dIe basis offMllalioD bctbR CIOtIIpIetiDJ
this form.
Please nat die iDtem ac:canIiD& 10 die folIowiac scale: (5) Superior (4) Straq (3) Good.
(2) Fair (1) Unsatillfilctory.
5
4
1
3
2
( JlUllirv of Work
1)
. of Work
(
2)
3)
WodcHabits
4) Work Altitudes
S)

6)

Re1ati
Persoaal

.

withOlhen
..

Aueadauce aad PuDCtUality
Increase iIllCDowledp ad UadenfalldiDg of
the 11 ... • PIvCeIlion
9)
Level of Literacy Support Prarided to
StudeDts bv IDtem
10) PotenIial as a FUI'IIIe EcIIICIfOr
11) Benefit to SIUCIeIltS
.
.
.
What pen::eatap or iDteI'Il's ume was devoted to literacy suppott actMdes?
15% or Less
25%
50%
75% or MoIe _ _
7)

8)

Total Hours Completed Ibis Semester: ____ bn.

TeKIIer's SiJllllUle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

lDtem's SigaalUJe _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Classroom Teacher's Name:

------------------------------

Site PriDcipal's Name:

0.: ______

---------------- Site CoaIdiDMor"s Name: ------------

CSULB Professor's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SignatureS on this form iDdic:ate 1bat die COIIIeIIts oflbis evatutioII ....... been dilCaSlC'Al with die SEllVE
intern. The iDtem's Ii....... does DOt iadica1e apeemeDt with die natiDp.
IIIUIt ntunl
completed forms to CSULB iIlIIIudor or to die SEIlVE 0fIkle OD. cal1pus.

m.ms
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FORMATIVE EVALUATION
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Was this session helpfW. to you?

What would you change?
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APPENDIXD
SUMMATIVE EVALUATION
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Name:

-----------------------

1. What does "developing competeDCe" mean to you?

Were you able to do that this semester? Ifyes, how? Ifnot, why not?

2. What does "managing emotions" mean to you?

Were you able to do that this semester? Ifyes, how? Ifnot, why not?

How do you see yourself now?

4. Were the workshops helpfUl to you? Ifyes, how?

What would you chaDge?

t
5. Thinking offuture students in the SERVE Program, what would be helpful to offer to
them?

What would you want to say to them?
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CONSENT AGREEMENT

My name is Hilda Sramek.. Pm a graduate student at Ca6fomia State University»
Long Beac~ and I am conductins a study for my thesis. The purpo. of the study is to
develop an effective mechanism for infusing personal development into service learning for
teacher education.
As a student in the SEB.VE Program you are a candidate to puticipate in the
study. Through this study» you wiD receive tools to eobance your personal and
professional development. You wiD also have m opportunity to contnbute to the design
ofthe training program for tbture students in die con. ofEducabon.. Ifyou agree to
participate~ you will be asked to attend three group sessions: a workshop durinl the 9th
week ofclasses, a foUow-up discussion during the 12th week., and a debriefiftl session
during the 15th week Students selected at random will receive invitations to participate
in individual interviews at the end ofdle semester. Following is a description of the
activities mentioned.
The workshop will last. 2 hours and consist of three parts: a teaching segment on
Arthur Chickering's model ofcollege student development, a lab on goaI-settinl and a lab
on journal writing. At the end ofthe workshop, you will be asked to respond to: Was
this program helpful to you? If yes, how? What would you change?
The foUow-up discussion wiD be used to review your loals and objectives, your
work in progress, and experieaces or issues related to service learning that you and your
fellow students would like to discuss. At the end oftbe session you wiD be asked to
respond to: was this program helpful to you? If yes, bow? What would you change? This
session will last 1-2 hours.

The debriefing session wiD foUow the same format as the foUow-up discussion for
the first hour. During the second hour you will be asked to respond to:
• What does "developing competence'1' mean to you? Were you able to do
that this semester? Ifyes, how? If not. why not?
• What does "manaaing emotions" mean to you? Were you able to do
that this semester? Ifyes, bow? Ifnot. why not? .
• How did you see yourself-in what role - at the beginning of this
program? How do you see yourself now?
• Was the program helpful to you? What would you change?
• Thinkina offhture students in the SaVE Program, what would be
helpfid to ofFer to them? What would you want to say to them?
This research has been approved by the Dean ofthe CoUege ofEducatioDy Dr.
lean Houck. The only risk to you as a participant that I can identifY is that you may 10
through a temporary questioning of your own competence as you listen to other students'
contributions durina the sessions. Please feel ftee to contact me for a personal consultation
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at any time, especially if such queslioniDg should occur. In addition, for questioDS or
issues that arise that are beyond the scope ofmy tniDing, I wiD recollUllelld services
available to you on our campus tbrou,gh the University CouaseIing Center aad the Student
Health Service.
The benefits to you as a participant in the study are learning about Arthur
Chickering's developmental model, having an opportunity to apply it to your life, to set
goals for yourself; and to advance in your journal writing. You wiD be able to participate
in discussions focused around your experiences in service learning and to Rive input on
the design oftbe training program for future students.
Although I hope that you wiD Jive answers to the questioas asked at the end ofthe
sessions and actively participate in tbe cliJc:uaiODS ad throuah your journal writin& your
participation and input is strictly voluntary and will he kept confidential. The sessions wiD
be videotaped for my exclusive use for data coDection purposes, aad I will he under'the
guidance of my thesis committee in the processing of the data. I will keep aD data
gathered, and present results as general research results which wiD he available to you.
Only the chair of my thesis committee and I wiD have access to the data, consent
forms, and tapes. AD of these will he stored in a locked box in my residence and
transported in the same box for use with the thesis chair. I wiD keep the tapes, data, and
consent forms for three years after the study is completed before destroying them. No
information gathered in this study wiD become part ofyour class file.
If you agree to participate, you are completely be to discontinue participation at
any time. Asreeing or refUsing to participate will have no effect on your position, status,
or role within the SERVE Program.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study or to request results
after its completion, please contact me at (562)596-6198 or Dr. Dawn Person, my thesis
advisor, at (562)985-8026. For questions regarding your rights as research participant
you may call the CSULB Oftice ofUDiversity Research at (562)985·5314. Thank you.

Please complete the following i1fformation:

I am 18 years ofage or older and I agree to participate in the research descn"bed.

Name Printed

Sigaature
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INTEIlVIEW PROTOCOL
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Warm-up Questions: I will be asking you some questions related to your experiences in
the SERVE Program. Ted me a little about your background ... what is your major, your
class standing, bow many hours ofservice learning have you completed?

Main Questions:

1. Before you came to the SERVE Program, what did you anticipate for service learning?
Describe your first service learning experience.
2. When you first went out into the field you bad received in the training an overview of
Chickering's vectors.

In what way was that helpful or not helpful as you started to work in the field?
3. You came back to participate in the workshop.

In what ways were the goal-setting and journal-writing labs useful or not useful?
After the workshop, did you use the vectors to help you in your personal and
professional development? liyes, in what ways did you use them? linot, wby
not?

4. With the whole training experience, were you able to use Chickering's vectors in
thinking about yourself and your progress towards a career in teaching? liyes, in what
ways were you able to use them? Ii not, why not?

5. What else would have been helpful to you in terms oftraining to support your service
learning?

Wrap-up: What do you envision for your next service learning experience?
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DATA HANDLING
Research Questions:
1. Are students able to apply Chickering's vectors to fiuther their personal
and professional development?
2. What is the best way to implement the vectors in teacher education
training?
STEPs:
1. Read text completely

2. Read again
3. Make a list ofthemes
4. Mark text where themes appear

•

Is student applying vedOrs in the field (elementary classroom)? RED

MARK yes or Y (e.g. student is feeling confident as a result of
writing goals based on vectors)

MARK no or N (e.g. student is feeling lost and confilsed)
•

Is student applying vectors to bisIher coUege work.? GREEN

MARK yes or Y (e.g. student is focusing on what he/she wants to
learn as a result of writing goals based on Veclon)

MARK no or N (e.g. student is feeling overwhelmed)
•

Is student applying vectors to hislher personal development? BLUE

MARK yes or Y (e.g. student finds that vectors descnbe bisIher
experiences and those of bislher peers)

MARK no or N (e.g. student feels alone in a big university)
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APPENDIXH
RESULTS OF ORIGINAL ETHNOGBAPHIC STIJDY
ON STUDENTS' SERVICE I...EARNING EXPElUENCES
AND ClUCICERING'S VECTORS

lSI

Experiences of Students
Chickering's Vectors
Observation

Developing Competence

Desire to increase
inteUectual sIciIIs

Interview

Desire to increase
teaching mel

interpersonal skiDs
Managing Emotions

Acknowledging fear
of the unknown

Overwhelmed,

Moving Through Autonomy
to Interdependence

Problem-solving on
placement

Problem-solving
with classroom
teacher

Establishing Identity

Seeing self in the role
ofa coHege student

Seeing self as a
future teacher

unsure ofrole

Developing Mature
Interpersonal Relationships
Developing Purpose

Establishing
vocational plans;

commitment to
others
Developing Integrity

Behavior consistent
with personal values

IS2

APPENDIX I
MEMOllABLE INCIDENT SHEET
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Would you share with us a particular inddent ta.t has stayed. on your mind reprding your
service learning experience to be used in the tnIinina sessions? Please do not Jive

identifying information such as your name, school name, or name of tile student. Thaak
youl
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APPENDIX 1
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERlSTICS
OF SUBJECTS OF THE STUDY

lSS

DemolRPbic Cbagcteristjcs of Subjects o f . Study

Student
No.

Age

Gender

1

22

Female

Junior

Caucasian

Sign Language

2

20

Male

Junior

Hispanic

Minimum Spanish

3

19

Female

Sophomore

European.

None

4

22

Female

Junior

Hispanic

None

5

20

Female

Sophomore

Caucasian

None

6

24

Female

Junior

DutcbllndoAfiican American

None

7

43

Female

Senior

Caucasian

None

S

41

Female

Senior

Caucasian

None

9

48

Male

Junior

Caucasian

Minimum Spanish

10

29

Female

Senior

Caucasian

None

11

34

Female

Sophomore

Mexican

Spanish

12

24

Female

Junior

Caucasian

None

13

24

Female

Junior

Caucasian

None

14

20

Female

Junior

WhiteIFilipino

None

IS

20

Female

Sophomore

Hispanic

None

16

22

Female

Senior

White

None

17

24

Female

Senior

Caucasian

None

Class Standins
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Ethnic Background

Lanpap Other
Thall English
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